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CHAPTER I
HJTRODUCTION
This is a study of the female cases committed to the Metropolitan
State Hospital for observation, after having been involved in community
difficulties leading to arrest, during the period April 1, 19^3, to
April 1, 19^-6. The study vas undertaken for the purpose of describing
some of the characteristics of the group as a whole in order to deter-
mine what type of social problem is handled by this process. It was de-
signed to gather information related to the process of the court in this
type of commitment, provided for under Section 100, Chapter 123 of the
General Laws, and to throw some light on the value to the patients of the
observation period and the resulting recommendations
.
In relation to the main purpose of the thesis the writer was in-
terested in attempting to answer the following questions: What were the
occupations of the group on admission? What were their intelligence rat-
ings? What was their marital status? Were the problems of sudden devel-
opment or had they existed for a long period of time? What was the basis
for the court's decision for commitment for observation? Were the court
commitments a last resort after the services of social agencies had
failed or had the patients made little or no use of available resources?
Were the court commitments the results of first offenses or were they the
culminations of a series of arrests? What were the medical diagnoses?
What did the courts do with the hospital's recommendations? To what
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extent did they make use of existing resources?
This period from April 1, .1945, to April 1, 1946, was chosen be-
cause the former date marked the initiation of the hospital’s present
policy of accepting patients directly from the community. Prior to that
time the hospital population was made up of regularly committed patients
admitted by transfer from other state hospitals throughout the state.
The latter date allowed the writer sufficient time to follow up the cases
returned to the courts in the instances where the courts maintained a
contact with the patients
.
It was impossible to conduct a study of this
nature by examination of the case records of all the patients committed
for observation after the arrest during this period because of limita-
tions of time
.
Therefore the cases of one sex were selected in order to
limit the group to a number which could be studied within the time avail-
able
.
On April 1, 1946, one hundred and forty-three patients had been
committed to the Metropolitan State Hospital for observation after
arrests. Of these, the total number of female patients, forty-eight,
was used for the purpose of making the study. Twenty cases, all those
from the court which committed the largest number of patients, were se-
lected for intensive study. This group was chosen to facilitate the
gathering of material. It was also selected because both children and
adults were committed from this court
.
This study is necessarily limited in that forty-eight cases is a
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small number from which to draw any general conclusions which can safely
he applied to this field as a whole . The picture is also somewhat alter-
ed as to age range because since January of 19^6 all children in the
state under sixteen years of age who were admitted to a mental hospital
were committed to the Metropolitan State Hospital. Thus the proportion
of children to adults in this group is larger than it normally would be
.
There is practically no literature dealing directly with the sub-
ject of women committed after arrests to a mental hospital for observa-
tion. However, there is mich material written on delinquents and on the
mentally ill. The writer has been unable to use much of the biblio-
graphical material directly, but has selected the information and ideas
that relate to the factors contributing to the patients' difficulties
and to the type of adjustment they can be expected to make in the com-
munity and in the institutions .
The statistical method and the case study method were used
. In
addition to the hospital records, which include the material of the
doctor as well as complete social histories by the psychiatric social
worker, reports from the Massachusetts Board of Probation and the Social
Service Index were available . For the twenty cases used for intensive
study the writer also used the records of the court
.
The statistics
were compiled from examination of this material
.
The unavoidable
limitations were concerned with the accuracy of the records, complete-
ness as to material, and some subjectivity in recording. The writer
had the opportunity to consult with the chief psychiatric case work
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supervisor of the hospital vho had been familiar, if not in contact, with
each case, which made for more objectivity, thereby reducing the subjec-
tive factor to a minimum.
The schedule used in collecting the material is included in the
appendix. These schedules were filled out and edited and the material
classified and analyzed on the basis of the information found therein.
,.
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CHAPTER II
COURT AND HOSPITAL PROCEDURE
Provisions for commitment to a mental hospital for observation
for persons under complaint or indictment for any crime are made in Sect-
ion 100, Chapter 123 of the General Laws, which states that such cases
may be sent to a state mental hospital (exclusive of Monson and the state
schools) or to the Bridgewater State Hospital.
1
There are no provisions
for women at the Bridgewater State Hospital. In such a commitment for
observation the following papers, copies of which are filed in the Ap-
pendix, are supplied to the hospital by the court committing the patient.
1. Department of Mental Health Form #13 --Application
This paper is not required but is desirable for
the information it offers in regard to the patient.
2. Two attested copies of the complaint or indictment.
3. Department of Mental Health #l4--Medical Certificate
This paper is used if experts in insanity or other
qualified physicians are employed by the court.
4. Department of Mental Health Form #131- -Order of Commitment
2
Such a commitment may be for a period not in excess of thirty-five days.
The order of commitment is void if the patient is not received at the
3hospital within thirty days of the date of such an order. At the close
of the observation period a written report is sent by the hospital to the
1 The Massachusetts Laws Relating to Insane Persons and other
classes under the Supervision of the Department of Mental Diseases, (De-
partment of Mental Diseases, Boston, January 1930, Revised December 31;
193 *0 , P. 33 -3^.
2 Ibid, p. 35-36.
3 Ibid, p. 23.
.t
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courts with recommendations. The report may recommend that the patient
he returned to the court for disposition and can offer suggestions as to
the disposition if the patient is pronounced not insane. If the patient
is pronounced insane the hospital can recommend commitment for an indefi-
nite period. In the latter case the court uses Department of Mental
Health Form #143, filed in the Appendix, to arrange for indefinite commit-
ment.
When regular commitment is recommended and the court has arranged
for this according to the above provisions, the charges against the pat-
ient are dismissed as filed and the court's responsibility for the patient
is terminated. When the patient is returned to the court for disposition,
the hospital's jurisdiction over the patient is ended and the court may
act as it sees fit. The court has a number of alternatives at its dis-
posal in dealing with a case returned to them for disposition: (l) it may
dismiss the case or it may file the case for future reference in the event
that the offender is apprehended again, (2) the court may commit the pat-
ient to an institution for supervised care, in which case its contact with
the patient is ended, (3) the patient may be placed on probation or order-
ed to report to an out-patient clinic or social agency for further treat-
ment, or (4) the patient may be fined or given a suspended sentence. The
court may attempt to follow the recommendations of the hospital in so far
as is possible, but it is not required to do so.
Since other types of commitments are referred to in the main body
of the thesis, the writer would like to discuss these briefly.
1
: r '
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7A regular commitment is provided for in Section 51, Chapter 123
of the General Lavs P This lav provides for the commitment, for an in-
definite period, of a person vho has been certified by tvo qualified
physicians to be insane. At the time of the commitment the hospital is
supplied vith the folloving papers, copies of vhich are filed in the Ap-
pendix,
1. Department of Mental Health Form #16—Application
The application should bear a date not later than
that of the order of the commitment
.
2. Department of Mental Health Form #kl—Order of Commitment
The order of the commitment must be dated not more
than ten days folloving the date of the signature
of the medical certificate
.
3 . Department of Mental Health Form #h0—Medical Certificate
The date of the signature of the medical certificate
must be vithin five days of the examination of the
patient
.
A temporary care commitment, provided for in Section 79, Chapter
123 of the General Lavs, authorizes temporary care for not more than ten
days in a mental hospital for a person considered to be in immediate need
of care and treatment because of mental derangement other than drunken-
ness P The Department of Mental Health Form #5, filed in the appendix,
is used as the request for such an admission. It may be signed by: (1)
a physician, (2) a member of a board of health, (3) a sheriff or deputy
sheriff, (1+) a member of the state police, (5) a selectman, (6) a police
officer of the tovn, or (7) an agent of the Institutions Department of
Boston.
1* Ibid, p. 18.
5 Ibid, p. 26
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8Prior to the expiration of the ten days, the patient will either
he discharged from the hospital, placed under some form of court commit-
ment, or admitted on voluntary status .
Another form of commitment which may he used is provided for un-
der Section 77, Chapter 123 of the General laws. This law provides for
a thirty-day observation period in a mental hospital and if, after ob-
servation, commitment is recommended, allows the judge ten extra days in
which to act. The following Department of Mental Health Forms are re-
quired in this type of commitment:
1. Form #13—Application
2. Form #1^—Medical Certificate
3 . Form #15—Order of Commitment for Observation
U. Form #63—Report of Observation by the Hospital
5. Form #55—Order for Further Commitment
.
At the time of the patient's admission, the hospital is furnished
with a copy of the application, an attested copy of the Medical Certifi-
cate, and the original Order of Commitment. Prior to the thirtieth day
a report is sent by the hospital to the court recommending either dis-
charge or commitment
. If commitment is recommended, the judge carries out
the recommendation on Form 55 listed above .
The patient committed after an arrest under the provisions of Sec-
tion 100, Chapter 123 of the General laws is placed in bed in the admis-
sion ward for three days upon her arrival at the hospital. Upon admission
6 Ibid, p. 25
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she is interviewed by the physician in charge and is given a complete
physical examination. A complete laboratory work-up is done and chest
x-rays are routinely taken. Any additional x-rays, examinations, or med-
ical service is performed where the need is indicated.
At the end of the third day, if the patient is . considered well
enough, she is allowed to be up and around . Throughout her stay at the
hospital daily reports are kept on the patient by the nurse in charge of
the ward. The physician interviews the patient daily and for the record
makes notes on the third, seventh, tenth, fourteenth, and twentieth days
.
On the fifth day the physician does a complete mental examination on the
patient which includes such factors as the patient's attitude and general
behavior, stream of mental activity, emotional reactions, affect and
mood, sensorium, mental grasp and capacity, and insight and judgment.
The staff psychologist administers a psychometric examination
.
The psy-
chiatric social worker obtains a complete social history on the patient
.
Towards the end of the observation period and allowing sufficient
time for a written report to be sent to the court, a summary of the above
material is presented to the staff . The patient is interviewed before
the staff, following the presentation of the material. On this basis a
diagnosis is made and a written summary of the observation period with
recommendations is sent to the court
.
Since the writer refers frequently to the patient's hospital ad-
justment, the reader may be interested in the activities available to the
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patients
.
They are allowed to assist with ward work, the care of bed
patients, and the preparation and serving of meals. Numerous recrea-
tional activities are offered to the patients including movies, reading,
listening to the radio, and card playing. Classes in occupational ther-
apy afford a variety of experiences in all phases of handicrafts and
group activities. Through this program efforts are made to keep the pa-
tients occupied and as happy as possible during their hospital stay.
«rrj'
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CHAPTER III
AH INTENSIVE STUDY OF TWENTY CASES
The writer was interested in determining what type of social
service problem resulted in a commitment to a mental hospital for ob-
servation after an arrest, and in studying the process of the court in
this type of commitment. In addition we were concerned with the value
of the process to the patients involved in terms of the observation per-
iod, the resulting recommendations, and the extent to which the court
used the existing resources
.
For this purpose the investigator made an
intensive study of twenty cases selected from the court from which the
largest number of patients used in the study were committed.
In studying the cases the writer was concerned with the offense
for which the patient was arrested, and the reason for the court* e de-
cision for commitment. What was the family background of the patient?
The childhood adjustment? What was the nature of the personality dif-
ficulty? The onset? The development? What attempts were made to solve
the problem before the commitment for observation? At what time did the
court come in contact with the patient and what did it do? What was the
patient's adjustment at the hospital? What was the medical diagnosis?
The recommendation? What did the court do with the patients returned
to them for disposition? What happened to the patients regularly com-
mitted?
In presenting the cases the writer first considered a group of
eight cases with the diagnosis of "without psychosis, psychopathic per-
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sonality; secondly, six cases who were diagnosed as with some type of
psychosis; and, lastly, a group of six cases described as without psy-
chosis and including a variety of non-psychotic diseases .
The terms "adequate" and "inadequate" used in the following dis-
cussion were taken directly from the records
. It seemed to the worker
taking the social histories that these terms described the family situ-
ation superficially from an economic, social, and emotional point of
view
.
1.
.
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Case I
Josephine represents a 13 -year-old girl who was sent to the hos-
pital for observation on a charge of runaway, incest and fornication with
a neighbor. Because of her long history of maladjustment the court felt
she should be studied.
This patient had three half -siblings . The father is reported to
be a rather irresponsible person limited in education and intelligence.
The mother died at 17 years of age after the patient’s birth, which oc-
curred five months after her parents' marriage. She had not wanted the
patient and made several attempts at abortion with her mother's assis-
tance. The patient's father remarried when the patient was six, and her
step-mother was reported to be interested in the patient. Josephine
never had a stable home life and lived at intervals with her father or
her maternal grandparents .
From an early age, this patient had temper tantrums, used pro-
fane language, and engaged in purposeless lying and stealing. She had
to change schools frequently, and was a behavior problem in school, tru-
anted and received poor grades. In the third grade, she was expelled
from public school and enrolled in a parochial school where she was in
the fourth grade at the time of her observation. At five, Josephine was
attacked sexually by her grandfather and she reported that this behavior
continued almost daily the three following years
.
Ax. 11 years of age, the patient's difficulties became more pro-
nounced and she was placed privately in a foster home by the grandpa-
rents
.
The foster mother worked, and thus Josephine received little
supervision. She became increasingly restless, irritable, more difficult
to control, and ran away frequently to her father's home. After a few
days, she would be returned to the foster home. Her stealing and lying
increased and she reported she had intercourse with approximately thirty
men during the two years before her commitment . Four years before her
commitment she was deferred to a Child Guidance Clinic where she was
diagnosed as a normal child who lacked adequate training. A month be-
fore her commitment whe was referred to a Child Placing Agency, but be-
fore any plans could be made, she ran away to her father's home. After
having intercourse with her father, she ran away . When he took out a
charge of runaway against Josephine, this information was revealed, and
she was committed for observation.
While at the hospital, Josephine made an excellent adjustment and
was quiet, cooperative, and helpful on the wards. She was unconcerned
about her status and the events leading to her hospital commitment. She
talked freely about her sex experiences, and felt there was nothing wrong
with this except perhaps she was a little too young for such activity.
r.
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Her intelligence vas normal
.
The diagnosis was "Without Psychosis; Psy-
copathic Personality," and the patient vas returned to the court. It
vas suggested that the possibility of the patient adjusting in the com-
munity vas very poor. The court committed Josephine to Lancaster, and
the case vas filed
.
This case is an illustration of a patient coming from a poor
home background . She vas a behavior problem both at home and at school
from an early age. By the time Josephine vas 11 she was engaged in de-
linquent and seriously promiscuous behavior. When the patient was nine
years of age the advice of a social agency vas sought, but the diagnostic
service obtained vas not followed up by a. constructive plan on the part
of the family. When the patient’s problems had reached serious propor-
tions a social agency vas again consulted, too late to be of help. The
court first became aware of Josephine at a time when her personality dis-
order was of a serious nature. During the observation period it was de-
monstrated that she could make a good institutional adjustment and it
was suggested that her chances of making an adequate adjustment in the
community were doubtful
.
Having reached the patient at a stage in her
illness where she vas too disturbed to be treated successfully while re-
maining in the community, the court acted on the recommendations by pro-
viding institutional care for Josephine.
..
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Case II
Ruth represents a 17 -year old girl committed to the hospital af-
ter riding around in a taxi until four o'clock in the morning at which
time the fare was thirty-three dollars and fifty cents . The cab driver,
unable to persuade her to discontinue the ride, took her to the police
station where she was charged with larceny of a bottle of whiskey taken
from the cab driver and evading a taxi fare. Because of her appearance
and bizarre behavior she was committed to the hospital for observation.
This patient is the second of three siblings. An older sister
is now a nun in a convent and the younger sister is in grammar school
where she is considered to be an exceptional student. The parents, al-
though having a limited education, are regarded by the community as
kindly people who have showia real interest in Ruth.
Ruth caused little trouble in her early childhood, although she
was considered to be somewhat backward and had few intimate friends
. Her
teachers described her as a strange child who acted peculiarly at times .
She was not a good scholar but did get passing grades, although intellec-
tually she is dull normal.
Her first real difficulties began when she ran away from home at
13 years of age. By the time she was 15 she was considered a serious
problem because of her asocial and amoral tendencies. After picking up
a strange man in a theatre and living with him for two weeks she was com-
mitted to Lancaster where she remained for 11 months . She made an excel-
lent adjustment in the institution and was placed on parole at 16 . Be-
cause she could not get along at home with her family she was placed in
a foster home. She was unable to adjust there and her promiscuous beha-
viour continued. At this time she was studied at a child guidance clinic
where the psychiatrist recommended thqt she be placed in a school for the
feeble-minded. Her father refused to follow this up as he felt the
mother would disapprove . Three months after leaving Lancaster Ruth was
placed in the House of the Good Shepherd in Springfield, where she again
made a good adjustment . She was returned to her home after a year at
this institution. Her difficulties were resumed and lead up to the event
that brought her to the hospital a month later.
While at the hospital, Ruth made a good adjustment and showed no
evidence of abnormal behavior. She discussed her past difficulties free-
ly and frankly, was unconcerned with her past behavior and felt there was
nothing abnormal or asocial about it . She was diagnosed as "Without Psy-
chosis; Psychopathic personality, with Asocial and Amoral Trends," and
was returned to the court. It was suggested that therapy could not help
this patient and that the outlook was poor as regarded her adjustment in
the community.
'.
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The court considered that Ruth was not responsible for her beha-
vior, the charge was waived, and she was returned to the House of the
Good Shepherd for institutional care. She did not adjust here and after
hitting an attendant over the head with a milk bottle and attempting to
run away she was returned to the court . This resulted in a sentence to
the House of Correction for one month. Shortly after her discharge from
there she was arrested for larceny and committed to the Women's Reforma-
tory in Framingham.
This case represents a patient who came from an apparently ade-
quate home
.
She made a good adjustment at home and in the community in
her early childhood, although it was recognized that she was withdrawn
and somewhat strange as regarded her personality. Ruth's real difficul-
ties began with the onset of adolescence when she began running away.
This resulted in her becoming a serious social problem with asocial and
amoral tendencies by the time she was 15. The court's first contact with
the patient occurred at this time when she was already a severe behavior
problem. They had a series of contacts with her, mainly for the purpose
of arranging for institutional care. Ruth's first contact with a social
agency while she was on parole from an institution came at a time when
she was already disturbed sufficiently to be unable to make use of the
service
.
During the observation period the patient indicated that she could
make a good hospital adjustment and the findings indicated that she was
beyond the point where she could profit from any type of therapy or be
helped to adjust in the community. The court acted in accordance with
the recommendations and returned the patient to an institution where she
had formerly made a good adjustment. The failure of the patient to adjust
..
.
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to the institution on this occasion resulted in punitive measures on the
part of the court. When this brought about no change in the patient's
adjustment, she vas agdin arrested and committed to the Women's Reforma-
tory where she would receive the supervision she needed.
'
18
Case III
Shirley, 17, was committed to the hospital after she ran away
from home and remained for three days with a woman of questionable char-
acter who was unknown to her family. The patient's mother took out a
charge of stubborn child against her and in view of a long history of
maladjustment, the court felt observation was indicated.
Shirley has one sister who is reported to be well adjusted. The
patient was illegitimate, and paternity was never established. The pa-
tient’s mother was delinquent and began to be promiscuous at the age of
16, when she became pregnant with the patient. She attempted an abortion
which was not successful. Sometime after the birth, the mother married
a man who deserted her shortly afterwards .
This patient lived with her maternal grandmother while the mother
worked, and was considered to be a problem from an early age. She re-
ceived little supervision and was described as rebellious, quarrelsome,
and destructive
. She always played with boys and was cruel and abusive
to other girls and animals . She was a behavior problem in school, unable
to read and write, and was placed in special classes. At nine, she had
several sex experiences with an older man. When patient was ten this
situation was called to the attention of the S. P. C. C
.,
and she was re-
ferred to the division of Child Guardianship, and for a period of six
years was placed in a series of foster homes where her adjustment was
poor. She resented authority, was careless about her personal appearance
and subjected herself to situations endangering her health. At 16, she
was placed in a wage home where she was abusive to the younger children,
was unable to assume her real responsibilities, and took on menial tasks
which she was not required to do
.
The patient’s mother at this time was able to establish her own
home and showed a real interest in taking Shirley to live with her. She
returned to her mother’s home and applied^for a job at a factory where
she worked irregularly. She began staying out late nights with older
men, engaged in sexual activity, resorted to stealing from her mother,
lied extensively, and was in general unable to accept supervision of any
kind
.
At the end of eight months she ran away from home which led to her
commitment for observation.
During her stay at the hospital Shirley resented all rules, was
irritable, uncooperative, and seemed very childish and immature. She ex-
pressed much hostility towards her mother, talked freely about her own
difficulties, and was unconcerned about them. She was of borderline in-
telligence
.
The diagnosis was "Without Psychosis; Psychopathic Person-
ality, Mixed Type .’’ Shirley was returned to court, and it was suggested
that the outlook for her adjustment in the community was poor . The court
..
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placed her on probation. She was unable to hold a job, was extremely
promiscuous, and continued her former pattern of behavior. A year later,
Shirley was arrested for idle and disorderly conduct and committed to the
Women’s Reformatory.
Shirley represents a patient, coming from an unstable background
and environment, who was a behavior problem at home and in the cominmity
from an early age . By the time she was in her middle teens the patient
was engaging in delinquent and seriously promiscuous behavior. The
court's contact with Shirley occurred at the time of her commitment, af-
ter supervision by a social agency for a period of six years had been
terminated. During the observation period it was observed that the pa-
tient had difficulty adjusting to institutional life. The hospital felt
that Shirley would have difficulty functioning in the community. The
court attempted to supervise the patient in the community for a year and
after this failed she was committed to an institution for supervised
care
'
Case TV
Jean, 17, was committed to the hospital after a series of
stealing episodes and delinquent behavior culminating in her forging a
check for $100. on her father’s account. She was arrested for forgery
and because of her long history of maladjustment was sent for observa-
tion
.
This patient was illegitimate and paternity was not established
.
The mother, a daughter of a half-sister of the patient's adoptive mother,
lived with this family during her pregnancy and then returned to her own
home, later marrying and rearing a large family of her own. The patientfe
adoptive father was overly strict, cruel and abusive . The adoptive mother
was strict and punishing. Three years before this patient’s period of
observation, the adoptive nether was committed to a mental hospital with
a diagnosis of "Paranoia, Paranoid Conditions."
Jean was considered by the community to be a dependable, quiet,
friendly girl with a pleasing personality. She had many friends and took
part in social activities. Her behavior in school was excellent. She
did well in her studies until she reached high school where she completed
two years and received passing grades.
From an early age, Jean had frequent temper tantrums at home, was
rebellious, and on occasions attempted to assault her parents. She stole
and lied in relation to her parents and by the time she was ten, this
extended to situations outside the home
.
From the time the patient was
five, frequent complaints were made to the S. P. C. C. regarding the
treatment Jean was receiving at home
.
At 1^, after a severe beating from her father, she ran away from
home. When the parents attempted to take out a charge of stubborn child
against her, the case was referred to S . P . C . C . again, and Jean was
placed at Everett House . For three months she adjusted well there and
then had a serious operation for appendicitis. On her return to Everett
House, she began stealing and showed an abnormal interest in boys. At
her parents' insistence, she was returned to her own home. They contin-
ued their abuse of the patient, and she became more difficult to control.
After two months, her father took her to the House of the Good Shepherd,
but would leave her there only a few days . For two months, she was
placed in a wage home and returned to her own home again because of her
inability to adjust there .
At this time, she was referred to a psychiattic clinic where it
was recommended that she be placed in a foster home with continued psy-
chotherapy. Her parents refused to carry out these plans. Shortly after
this, Jean went to the police voluntarily, asking for protection as she
was afraid of her parents
. She was placed at the House of the Good Shep-
.-
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herd for a few months, where she made a good adjustment and was then re-
turned home again. Shortly afterwards, at which time the patient was 17,
she ran away from home and was found in a nearby town with two soldiers .
She gave a false name and address and was sentenced under these to the
House of Correction for one month. After her discharge she disappeared
and was next heard from five months later when she returned to her home
to take some of her mother’s clothing and forge a check on her father’s
account. These events led to her commitment for observation.
While at the hospital Jean made a good adjustment except for oc-
casional temper outbursts
.
She showed no concern for her behavior and was
resentful towards her parents. Her intelligence rating was very superior.
The diagnosis was "Without Psychosis; Psychopathic Personality The pa-
tient was returned to the court and it was suggested the outlook was poor
as concerned her adjustment in the community. The court found Jean guil-
ty of larceny, and she was committed to the Women’s Reformatory.
This case illustrates a situation in which a patient, coming from
a poor home environment, was a serious behavior problem in the home from
an early age
.
She made a good adjustment in the community . The home
situation was reported to a social agency on various occasions over a
period of nine years but no definite action was taken by the agency con-
cerned
.
When Jean was fourteen years of age the court had the first of
a series of contacts with her but it maintained no consistent follow-up.
During the observation period the patient demonstrated that she
could make a good hospital adjustment, rt was recommended that her prob-
lems were of too serious a nature to expect adjustment in the community.
The court acted on the recommendations by committing the patient to an
institution.
..
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Case V
Kay, 18, while passing as a graduate nurse and obtaining a posi-
tion in a nursing home, fell in love with the cook, a married man and an
ex -convict who had just spent twelve years in prison for manslaughter.
The patient told her parents she was married to this man, and lived with
him for two weeks, at the end of which time she entered a hospital for
surgery, stating she was pregnant. Her supposed husband deposited $]£>00.
in her name to pay for the medical expenses, when his wife arrived home
from a visit and reported the situation to Kay’s parents. They requested
the assistance of the police, who telephoned the man in regard to this
situation. He retaliated by taking out "a charge of conspiracy to extort
money under false pretences" against the patient. In view of her beha-
vior, Kay was committed to the hospital for observation.
Kay is the older of two siblings between whom there was much
friction. The father is a passive person who has been unable to work for
a number of years because of a heart disease
. The mother is an emotional
woman who gives the impression of lacking judgment and has always been an
over-indulgent parent. She has worked as housekeeper for an 80-year-old
widower for four years, in return for which the family are allowed to co-
cupy hie home .
Kay always had her own way, made the most of childhood illnesses,
and resented any attention given her brother. In school the patient re-
ceived fair grades, truanted frequently, and left at the beginning of her
eighth year. The patient always craved a great deal of attention from
adults, but preferred playing by herself to being with other children.
This patient’s real difficulties began at twelve years of age,
when she began telling fantastic tales about sex experiences with men.
In reality, she showed no outward interest in boys . At fourteen, she was
attacked sexually by the man with whom the family lived. This was sett-
led outside of court, and the family continued to remain in his home. At
about this same time, Kay became flirtatious with bus drivers and other
men she met casually. She engaged in stealing and purposeless lying.
The fantasy in regard to her experiences with men increased.
Two years before her commitment for observation, the patient was
admitted to a mental hospital on temporary care papers. At this time,
she was indulging in much fantasy of a sexual nature . The diagnosis was
"Without Psychosis; Psydopathic Personality; Mixed Type," and she was re-
moved from the hospital by her mother against advice .
She worked then as an attendant in a nursing home, was eager to
learn, but' had difficulty in following directions, resorted to lying to
absolve herself from blame, and continued to relate stories of imaginary
sex experiences
.
Upon being fired from this position, she applied as a
• .
.
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graduate nurse at another nursing home and became involved in the exper-
iences leading to her commitment for observation.
During her hospital stay, the patient made a good adjustment.
She showed a marked tendency to create fantastic stories which she told
convincingly and seemed to believe. Her intelligence was normal. The
diagnosis was "Without Psychosis; Psychopathic Personality; with Asocial
and Amoral Trends ." The patient was returned to the court . Although
she showed no evidence of psychosis at this time, it was felt this might
develop in the future, and it was suggested that she report to the hos-
pital every two weeks for the next few months for further study.
The court dismissed charges against Kay and ordered her to report
to the hospital. The case was filed.
Kay has reported to the hospital regularly. Four months after
her hospital experience she married and is apparently making an adequate
adjustment
. in personality, she has remained mich the same and shows
the typical reactions of a psychopath.
This case is representative of a patient coming from a poor back-
ground and environment, who showed indications of an unstable personality
from an early age. Kay's real difficulties began with the onset of adol-
escence, the social problems falling mainly in the areas of school, work,
and relationships with the opposite sex. The court’s first contact with
the patient occurred when she was sixteen. At this time she was observed
in a mental hospital and her personality disturbance was already well ex-
established. The court's next contact with Kay was concerned with the
commitment studied.
The observation proved the patient could make a good hospital
adjustment
.
It was suggested that she should be studied further as a
preventive measure. The court acted in accordance with the recommenda-
tions and the patient was helped to make the best adjustment possible
considering her personality pattern
..
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Case VI
Sally, eighteen, was committed to the hospital for observation
while on parole from Lancaster. She left home to live with another
parolee who reported her to the police because she was staying out all
night with strange men. Because of her long history of maladjustment, the
court felt she should be studied further. She was arrested for idle and
disorderly conduct and sent to the hospital.
Sally was the fifth of six siblings, four of whom have adjusted
satisfactorily. One brother has a long court record with commitments to
various correctional institutions. Sally’s mother died when she was a
year old, and her father, an alcoholic, deserted the family a few months
later. The maternal grandmother and maternal aunt brought up the child-
ren. The former was very indulgent with the children and there was much
friction between the two adults over the supervision and care of the
children
.
The patient’s difficulties began in infancy. She always appeared
to be retarded, resented authority, and had frequent temper tantrums
. By
ten years of age, she was a problem in the commnity as well as at home.
She was unable to learn in school, and at ten years of age she was ex-
pelled for poor conduct. At this time, she was studied at the New Eng-
land Home for Little Wanderers. She was so difficult ‘to manage they were
unable to care for her. Several months later, she was committed on tem-
porary care papers to a mental hospital where she was assaultive and un
—
controllable. The diagnosis was "Primary Behavior Disorder," and she was
returned to her home .
Sally gradually became increasingly stubborn, was unable to get
along with people, and could not make use of a tutor provided to help her
with her studies
. She resorted to lying and stealing and after a serious
theft at thirteen was sent to the House of the Good Shepherd for ten
months. Because of her poor adjustment there, her family was asked to re-
move her. On return home, she became more defiant, stayed out late nights
and became involved in promiscuous behavior. She was returned to the
House of the Good Shepherd a few months later but had to be removed after
scalding some children with boiling water.
She began spending many nights in a shack back of her house with
boys and soldiers who called at her home for her. She set fires in the
house and had violent temper tantrums. Her aunt took out a charge of stub-
born child against her, and she was studied at the Femald School. There
the diagnosis was "Moron; Social Problem," but they refused to accept her
on the basis that she was a defective delinquent
.
The court then committed Sally to Lancaster where she remained for
three years
. Here she was cooperative but inclined to be irritable and to
get into difficulty with the other girls so that she required constant
.'
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supervision. She was paroled to her aunt a month before her commitment
for observation. Her former behavior continued, leading to the inci-
dent bringing her to the hospital.
During the period of observation, Sally made a fairly good ad-
justment to institutional life and was well behaved at all times. She
was inclined to blame her aunt for her difficulties but had little real-
ization of the seriousness of her behavior and was unconcerned about it
.
She was of borderline intelligence . The diagnosis was "Without Psycho-
sis; Psychopathic Personality; Mixed Type," and she was returned to the
court,
.
It was suggested that she be placed in a closely supervised en-
vironment
.
The court dismissed the charges against this patient, and she was
committed to the Women's Reformatory in Framingham.
This case is an illustration of a patient, coming from a poor
background and environment, who was a serious behavior problem at home
from infancy. The behavior extended to serious proportions in the com-
munity by the time the patient was ten years of age. At the onset of
adolescence, Sally became engaged in asocial and amoral activities in ad-
dition to increased delinquent behavior. She was known to the court for
a period of eight years, their first contact coming at a time when a so-
cial agency had already found the personality disorder too serious for
them to attempt to alter. The court used a series of institutional com-
mitments in an attempt to bring about a solution to the patient's prob-
lems. It did not provide constant supervision but stepped into the situ-
ation when the resources they used were unable to handle the problem.
During the observation period we were concerned with in the study,
it was demonstrated that the patient could make a good hospital adjustment
and that she needed an environment in which she could be closely super-
vised. The court acted in accordance with the recommendations and pro-
vided the institutional care the patient needed.
''
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Case VII
Susan, aged twenty, vas committed to the hospital on "a charge
of idle and disorderly conduct" for drinking and picking up men in a lo-
cal cafe after being repeatedly warned by the police to discontinue this
behavior
.
This patient is the third of six children. Three of the sib-
lings have made poor adjustment. Susan’s father was diagnosed a moron
during a temporary commitment to a mental hospital and is a heavy alco-
holic
. Her mother is sexually promiscuous. The family life has always
been unstable
. For years the income has been supplemented by relief,
and approximately yearly complaints have been made to the S. P. C. C.
Susan received no training or supervision in her childhood. At
five years of age she was sexually assaulted by a fourteen-year-old boy
.
She was not considered a problem in school and her grades were consid-
ered to be fair.
At the age of twelve the patient began to develop an abnormal in-
terest in boys and stayed out late nights. She lacked ambition and was
careless about her personal appearance . She had an indifferent attitude
toward life and seemed to show no real emotion. This behavior continued,
and a year before her commitment she began drinking excessively in local
cafes and taking strange men whom she met there home with her. She did
not seem to be affected by repeated warnings of the police which led to
her commitment for observation.
While at the hospital Susan was inclined to be seclusive, dull,
and somewhat disinterested, but showed no abnormal behavior. She dis-
cussed her behavior freely and was unconcerned about it. Her intelli-
gence was low normal. The diagnosis was "Without Psychosis; Psychopathic
Personality with Asocial and Amoral Trends" and she was returned to court.
It was suggested that she be separated from her home environment and
placed where she could be carefully supervised.
She appeared before Superior Court where she was found not guil-
ty
. The case was filed.
This case is representative of a patient who came from a poor
background and environment. Susan received no supervision and training,
and although this was called to the attention of a social agency, no
definite action was taken. At the onset of adolescence the patient be-
came involved in delinquent and promiscuous behavior. The court had no
..
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contact with the patient until she was twenty years of age at which time
she was already a serious problem and was committed to the hospital for
observation
.
During the period of hospitalization it was learned that the pa-
tient had difficulty forming relationships with other people and it was
recommended that she be placed in a closely supervised environment. The
court terminated its contact with the patient after she was found not
guilty in Superior Court, thus failing to act on the hospital’s recom-
mendations. This resulted in no change in the patient's way of life des-
pite the period of observation.
.
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Case VIII
Barbara, forty -five, was committed to the hospital for observa-
tion because of serious neglect of her children, a condition existing
over a period of twelve years.
This patient is the fourth of four siblings . The father was an
alcoholic, cruel and abusive to his children. The mother was reported to
be a considerate person who made every effort to care for and educate
her children.
Barbara was described as being high strung, resentful of author-
ity, and given to violent temper tantrums from an early age . She was
slow in learning and completed five grades after repeating several years.
She was reported to be inattentive, indolent, and difficult to manage in
school
.
This patient remained at home for several years after leaving
school, then worked for a short time in a laundry and briefly as a
switchboard operator. The year before her marriage at twenty-one Barbara
worked in a factory, but was not a dependable or reliable worker. Her
husband was a drug addict and regarded by the community as irresponsible.
There was nuch friction and incompatibility in this marriage and, al-
though the couple lived together until a year prior to the patient's com-
mitment, they never made a real home for their five children. The family
moved at least fifteen times during the patient's married life. Her as-
sociations in the neighborhood in which she lived were unpleasant and
much of her time was spent in engaging in neighborhood quarrels and
brawls. Barbara's chief interests were movies, commercial amusement cen-
ters, and fortune telling. Frequently she would spend a day riding about
.
the city on buses with no objective in mind.
This patient was arrested for neglect of her children twice be-
fore her commitment. S* P. C. C. was called into the home on many occa-
sions over a period of twelve years and some of her children were placed
for a short time by the Division of Child Guardianship because of their
poor physical condition. Throughout her married life Barbara has shown
poor judgment and emotional instability with no capacity for changing her
way of life . A year before her commitment her husband deserted . At the
time of her final arrest Barbara had been put out of her home for not
paying the rent. She and her children were found wandering aimlessly a-
bout the streets with no place to stay, and the patient was making no
provision for them. Thus she was sent to the hospital for observation.
While at the hospital, Barbara made a fairly good adjustment. She
was cheerful, friendly, and cooperative . She improved in personal appear-
ance and was eager to make a good impression. She was unconcerned about
her past behavior and tended to minimize its seriousness. Her intelli-
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gence was superior. The diagnosis was "Without Psychosis; Psychopathic
Personality; Mixed Type" and she was returned to court. It was sugges-
ted she was not capable of caring for her children and should not have
custody of them.
The court placed Barbara at the city home and the Division of
Child Guardianship placed her children. Six months later she requested
permission to return to her husband and this was granted.
This case is an illustration of a patient coming from a poor
background and environment who represented a behavior problem in the com-
munity and at home from an early age . After her marriage she became a
serious problem because of her inability to assume responsibility for her
family, and because of her anti-social behavior in the community. A so-
cial agency had occasional contacts with the patient over a period of
twelve years. She was referred by them to the court on two occasions for
neglect of her children with no change in her behavior resulting from
this. The court's contacts with the patient occurred after her problems
were of serious nature and long duration.
During the observation period the patient demonstrated that she
could make a good hospital adjustment and needed a closely supervised en-
vironment
.
The court placed the patient at the city home where she made
a good adjustment. Later at the request of the patient's husband, the
court allowed the patient to return to him and discontinued its contact
with her. The commitment was of temporary value at least.
•4
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Case IX
Muriel, eighteen, was committed to the hospital for observation
on a charge of idle and disorderly conduct, after making thirty purpose
less calls to the police . Because this patient had a long period of mal-
adjustment, the court felt she should be studied.
This patient is the tenth sibling in a family of ten, few of whom
made good adjustments. Two brothers are hospitalized for mental illnesses.
The father was excessively alcoholic, the mother aggressive and domina-
ting
. Supervision in the home was inconsistent and the standard of living
was low
.
Although Muriel was considered to be rather immature and "queer,"
she made an adequate adjustment until fifteen years of age, at which time
she showed signs of serious maladjustment related chiefly to her school
and teachers
. She resented authority, was disobedient, failed in her
schoolwork, and, annoyed the teachers by telephoning them numerous times
a day. This finally led to her expulsion from school. A year before her
commitment for observation she continued to telephone one woman teacher
five and ten times a day, was arrested for disturbing the peace, and
sent to a mental hospital on temporary commitment papers. She was dis-
charged as without psychosis and was returned to her home where she re-
sumed her former behavior. Six months later she was committed again for
a temporary observation period at which time the diagnosis was ,rWithout
Psychosis; Psychopathic Personality" and it was recommended that she be
placed outBide her home . The patient was again returned to her own home .
The patient’s behavior became increasingly difficult. She was
seclusive, engaged in day dreaming and restless activity, with no ability
to apply herself to any one thing. She continued the telephone calls to
the teachers and also began calling the police, accusing them of perse-
cuting her. As a result of this she was arrested for the fourth time
for disturbing the peace, and was committed for observation.
During her hospitalization, Muriel resented the hospital. She
was unable to explain the purpose of her telephone calls, and had an at-
titude of indifference and unconcern in regard to her difficulties . She
showed emotional blunting and related persecutory ideas. The diagnosis
was "Dementia Praecox; Type Undetermined." Eegular commitment was re-
commended and the court carried this out
.
Two years after the patient’s commitment, when she still needed
institutional care, the patient escaped from the hospital and with the
assistance of a social agency, unaware of her condition, she succeeded in
getting to another state and thus outside of the jurisdiction of the hos-
pital. In accordance with the state laws, Muriel was discharged a year
later in an unimproved condition.
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This case is representative of a patient coining from a poor hack-
ground and environment. She was given no assistance with her personality
difficulties, apparent from an early age, until she became a serious so-
oial problem in relation to school at the age of fifteen. The first con-
tact of the court with Muriel occurred at this time when she was already
regarded as a nuisance to the community. The court used commitments to
mental hospitals for observation on two occasions but did not follow
through on recommendations
. This resulted in the commitment we were con-
cerned with in the study.
During the observation period on this occasion the patient was
pronounced psychotic and regular commitment was recommended
. The court
acted in accordance with this and Muriel received the care she needed
at that time. The patient’s escape from the hospital rendered the ser-
vice ineffective
.
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Case X
Connie represents a twenty-three year old girl who was sent to
the hospital after being picked up by the police for selling lottery
tickets and ordering a msal for which she would not pay. She refused to
give the police any information and became uncontrollable . Because of
this behavior, she was arrested for idle and disorderly conduct and com-
mitted for observation.
This patient is one of three siblings . An older brother has made
a good adjustment. The patient's twin died at four years of age with
leukemia
.
The father was alcoholic, had a quick temper, and failed to
support the family. When the patient was five, the father left the home,,
returning for short periods occasionally. The mother made an effort to
keep her family together, and, because of the father’s failure to support
them, worked cleaning office buildings at night. She died with cancer
when the patient was seventeen.
Connie showed personality difficulties from the age of three .
She had temper tantrums and eneuresis, and masturbated to excess. She
was always shy and withdrawn. Although she could play well with other
children, she preferred to be by herself. At four years of age, she was
taken to a Mental Hygiene Clinic where it was recommended that she be
placed in a nursery school. This was carried out and the mother had fre-
quent contacts with the Clinic for a year.
Throughout Connie's childhood the family had numerous contacts
with social agencies. On one occasion the patient's brother was placed
in a foster home. The family received A. D. C. for six years. The
mother was seen by social workers In the out-patient department of a
general hospital, when the patient was ten. In school, Connie made a
good adjustment and received excellent marks until she entered high
school. She completed four years here, but there was a steady decline in
her work.
Following high school, Connie worked for a year and a half as a
dressmaker and for a short time as a bus girl in a restaurant while she
and her mother lived with her brother. Although Connie showed some mal-
adjustment throughout her life, she made an adequate adjustment until
two years before her commitment
.
At that time she showed a definite
change in her personality, became moody, showed blocking and inappropri-
ate reactions, was unable to perform simple duties, talked of suicide
and made one attempt at this. Her behavior became very erratic, and re-
sulted In the episode leading to her commitment.
During her period of observation, Connie was assaultive, suspi-
cious, evasive, and expressed various delusions of a bizarre nature. She
showed memory impairment, and defective insight and judgment. She was
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too uncooperative to take a psychometric examination. At the time of
her commitment, she was three months pregnant. The diagnosis was "De-
mentia Praecox; Catatonic," and regular commitment was recommended. The
court carried this out
.
During her period of hospitalization the patient gradually im-
proved . After a three months period she was allowed to go home on short
visits. As she was pregnant at the time of her commitment, arrangements
were made outside the hospital for her confinement and later with a so-
cial agency to place the baby and to work with the patient in this area .
The hospital social worker worked with the family of the patient to
strengthen the family relationships. When the patient was ready to go on
indefinite visit, she was supervised for a yejar by the social service de-
partment
.
At the end of this time she was discharged from the hospital
and was considered to be making an adequate adjustment, considering the
seriousness of her illness .
This case illustrates a situation in which a patient coining from
an unstable background and environment exhibited evidence of maladjust-
ment from an early age
. Her problems were chiefly in the area of con-
flicts of an internal nature resulting in little trouble with the commu-
nity until shortly before her commitment. The court's first contact with
the patient occurred at a time when she, obviously veiy ill, was not re-
ceiving any constructive help from her family.
During the observation period it was revealed that the patient
was psychotic and regular commitment was recommended . The court acted in
accordance with the recommendations, and were instrumental in placing the
patient where she would receive the type of treatment she needed. The
commitirent served as a positive factor in the patient's life, eventually
enabling her to resume her place in the community and to function to the
best of her ability.
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Case XI
3k
Gwen, fifteen, was sent to the hospital for a period of observa-
tion after a series of stealing episodes. She was arrested for larceny
and because of the extent of this behavior the court felt she should be
studied.
This patient is the second of eight siblings who are considered
by the community to be well adjusted children. Ihe parents are limited
as to education, but are compatible, have managed well in their limited
income, and show an Interest in their home and children.
Gwen adjusted well until four years of age at which time, follow-
ing a head injury received in an automobile accident, she began to show
a change in personality. She became restless, seclusive, and made a poor
social adjustment both at heme and in the community. She was placed in
special classes but seemed unable to learn. She truanted from school fre-
quently, liked to be out of doors in all kinds of weather, and used to
walk by herself for hours.
A year before her commitment, this patient began to steal small
items from school. This behavior extended to include articles from stores
and money from neighbor's homes, eventually leading to her commitment for
observation.
While at the hospital, Gwen was restless and inclined to tease
other patients. She was easily distracted, suggestible, and frequently
gave contradictory statements. She readily admitted her thefts and was
unconcerned about them. She was mentally deficient. The diagnosis was
"Without Psychosis, Mental Deficiency, Moron," and Gwen was returned to
court. It was suggested she would profit by being placed in a school for
the feeble-minded where she would receive close supervision.
There was no opening for Gwen in the type of institution recom-
mended and the court waived the charges against her, returning her to her
home.
This patient grew progressively worse. She was unable to compre-
hend any type of group game and would soon run away. Children called her
"crazy" but she did not seem to mind. Her school adjustment became more
serious, her purposeless behavior continued, and her former characteris-
tics were accentuated. There was question of sexual activity with an old-
er man. Finally a year after the patient's first canmaitment, she was ar-
rested again on "a charge of larceny" after a final stealing episode and
the court decided to return her to the hospital for further period of ob-
servation.
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In the light of her behavior, for the past year, substantiated by
a progressive lowering of intelligence, the diagnosis was "Psychosis, as-
sociated with organic changes of the nervous system" and regular commit-
ment was recommended.
Gwen is at the hospital at the present time. She has made a fair-
ly adequate adjustment and is able to go home on week-end visits on the
condition that she is under close supervision. It is expected that she
will need a long period of custodial care.
This case represents a patient, coming from an adequate heme back-
ground, whose difficulties began after an accident at the age of four.
The patient was a bahavior problem at home and in the school, and engaged
in delinquent behavior. At the onset of adolescence the patient’s adjust-
ment became more distorted.
The court's first contact with Gwen occurred a year prior to the
hospital commitment studied when the patient's problems were already of
a serious nature. At that time they ordered a commitment for ovservation
but were unable to follow up the recommendations because of lack of ade-
quate resources. Unable to make plans for the patient that would help
her, the court resorted to the commitment we were concerned with in this
study. On this occasion it was recommended that the patient was psycho-
tic and needed mental hospital care, and the court acted in accordance
with the recommendations
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Case XII
Ethel represents a thirty-five year old woman sent to the hospital
after she went to the police station complaining that someone had taken
her watch and money while she slept. Since she appeared confused and
could not remember how she had arrived in the town where she was at the
time of her complaint, she was arrested for vagrancy and committed for
observation.
Little is known of this patient’s background except that she was
one of four siblings and that her parents were dead. She began having
frequent epileptic seizures from the age of seven and indulged in excess-
ive drinking since her late teens. At twenty-one Ethel married an alco-
holic and for three years this couple travelled about with carnivals for
which her husband worked. There were many conflicts between them and at
the end of this time they separated, the husband later dying. At thirty-
three, Rose made another unsuccessful marriage and there were frequent
separations.
A few weeks before her commitment, this patient left her brother’s
home in another state to look for work in the town where her estranged
husband was living. Because of her seizures she failed in this and after
a quarrel with her husband, Ethel took a train planning to return to her
borther’s home. The series of events occuring between then and the time
when she found herself to be in a hotel roam in Massachusetts she was un-
able to recall. For several days before her report to the police, which
resulted in her commitment, she had been drinking excessively and had eat-
en little food.
While at the hospital Ethel was at first restless, overactive and
assaultive, requiring restraint. She was confused and responded to hal-
lucinations. Her condition eventually improved and she made a good hos-
pital adjustment. Her intelligence was dull normal. The diagnosis was
"Psychosis with Convulsive Disorders; Epilepsy, clouded state" and she was
returned to the court. It was suggested that she be returned to her own
state to the supervision of her family.
The court filed the charges against this patient and she was re-
turned to her family who were informed of her condition.
This case represents a situation in which a patient with personal-
ity disturbances, resulting to seme extent from organic causes, was unable
to make an adequate marital and community adjustment. The court first
came in contact with thebatient in the advanced stages of her illness when
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there was no one available to assume the responsibility for her. The ob-
servation period revealed the seriousness of Ethel's disorder and the
court followed through on the recommendations by interpreting the prob-
lem to her family, thus enabling them to better understand the patient.
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Case XIII
Rose represents a seventy-eight year old woman who was committed
to the hospital after she was found wandering around the streets because
she refused to stay at the City Infirmary where she had been placed by the
Welfare authorities. Because she was so resistive to authority and could
not be cared for in the community she was arrested for vagrancy and the
court felt she should be committed for observation.
This patient is approximately the middle of ten siblings. Little
is known of her background except that she was married and had a child
who died at the age of three years. Her husband died thirty-one years
before her commitment. She did factory work at one time but had not been
employed for thirteen years prior to her coomitment.
It was reported that Rose was always rather difficult to get along
with and was not liked by the other members of her family because of her
feelings of superiority. For many years she had been considered eccentric
and peculiar. She had received old age assistance for thirteen years and
had been uncooperative and demanding with the welfare workers. Her pre-
sent illness is believed to have developed gradually over a petiod of
eight or nine years during which time she became increasingly irritable
and haughty. She got into difficulties with the landladies making it nec-
essary for her to move frequently. She showed increasing evidence of con-
fusion and memory impairment. Finally people refused to take her into
their homes, and this resulted in her placement at the City Infirmary
where she refused to stay.
During her period of observation this patient made a fairly good
adjustment and was quiet and cooperative. She expressed bizarre grandi-
ose delusions, persecutory ideas, and described having experienced both
auditory and visual hallucinations in the past. Although her intelligence
was normal she showed definite memory impairment. The diagnosis was
"Psychosis with Cerebral Arteriosclerosis" and regular ccmmitment was re-
commended. Ihe court followed through on this suggestion and the charge
against her was dismissed.
During her hospitalization Rose adjusted well to the hospital •
routine, made an effort to be cooperative and assisted with ward duties.
Although she maintained a somewhat superior attitude, she made friends
with the patients and attended social activities. Two years after her
canmitment she died of arteriosclerotic heart disease.
This case represents a patient who showed evidences of maladjust-
ment over a long period of time. Her difficulties extended to all areas
of her life in such a way that she was unable to make social contacts and
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was a nuisance in the community. The court did not come in contact with
the patient until she "became difficult to care for in the community and
was obviously very ill. The observation period indicated the patient
could make a good hospital adjustment and needed mental hospital care.
The court followed the recommendations and the patient was enabled to
live a comparatively happy life at the hospital for two years before her
death.
1
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Case XIV
Martha, fifty-one, was committed to the hospital on a charge of
drunkeness when she and her son were found in their home in a noisy, dis-
turbed, intoxicated condition with evidence of sexual activity between
them. Reports that this behavior had existed for semetime led the court
to believe she needed to be studied.
The patient was a foundling, adopted at three weeks of age. No-
thing is known of her own family. The adoptive parents were professional
people and the patient was brought up in comfortable circumstances with
an atmosphere of refinement. The patient’s two adoptive brothers have
made good adjustments.
Martha was always considered to be capable and refined. She had
an out-going personality and many friends, and completed high school
where she did well in her studies. It was not possible to obtain an ade-
quate occupational history but it seems that she was working as a mas-
seuse in another part of the country when she married at 21. A son was
born of this marriage. The patient left her husband a year later and has
never lived with him since. Upon her return to Massachusetts, the pat-
ient worked as a student for a while in a massage clinic and later in a
beauty shop. For a short time she ran an interior decorating shop and
then worked as a supervisor of a playground under the W.P.A. program.
The patient lived with her brother as his housekeeper for a whil$
keeping her son with her. Seven years before commitment she went to the
Out-Patient Department of a psychiatric clinic where she was diagnosed
as psychoneurotic. It was suggested that she return for treatment, but
she did not lollow through with this. At this time,the patient was upset
over financial matters, inability to support her son, and incompatibility
with her brother. She continued in much the same way until four years
later when she was in an automobile accident following which she went
through a period of confusion and dilirium. A distinct personality
change occurred and she showed evidence of incoherence, disorientation,
memory impairment, assaultive behavior and delusions. A year later, she
was cocmitted to a mental hospital for nine months where the diagnosis
was Psychosis due to Trauma. Following her discharge, she lived in nurs-
ing homes, for seme months, and then she reestablished a heme with her son,
receiving A.D.C. Her son was making a poor adjustment and after two ob-
servations in a mental hospital was committed to Shirley Industrial School
for Boys, from which he was released just before the patient's period of
observation.
During this period, the patient was drinking excessively, finding
it impossible to manage her home and her son. Ifcere was seme (question of
sexual activities with her son and a young man in the neighborhood. This
behavior became progressively more serious, leading to the incident bring-
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ing her to the hospital for observation.
The diagnosis was "Traumatic Psychosis; Post-traumatic Personal-
ity Disorder," and regular commitment was recommended, which the court
carried out. Martha was hospitalized for two years during which progres-
sive improvement was noted. At the end of this time, she was sufficient-
ly improved to be placed in the community and was referred to the Social
Service Department. The social worker found a Job for her as a maid in
a hotel, and for a year she was supervised closely. The patient was giv-
en assistance in working through problems in relation to the Job and her
family, in planning for her recreation, and in managing her financial
affairs. At the end of the year, the patient was making a good adjust-
ment and was discharged frcm the hospital.
This case illustrates a situation in which a patient ccming from
a good home background showed evidence of instability in relation to he
marital and occupational life. In|spite of this she made a fairly good ad-
justment until an accident occurred which precipated a psychotic episode.
The court’s first contact with the patient was at this time when they com-
mitted her to a mental hospital. Following her discharge the court had
frequent contact with the patient for a period of several years because
of her son's maladjustment. A social agency administering relief accepted
the main responsibility for working with the patient in regard to her
own problems. The court stepped into the picture again when another com-
mittment to a mental hospital for observation was indicated. It was re-
conmended that the patient was psychotic and the court regularly commit-
ted her as the hospital suggested.
Martha profited by the hospital experience in that she was helped
to recover frcm her illness and find a place for herself in the community
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Case XV
Dorothy, a thirty -three -year-old woman, was committed to the hos-
pital after she "became intoxicated and quarrelled with her husband. She
was at first depressed and then so noisy and profane the police were
called. Because she was resistant and disturbed throughout the night at
the police station she was sent to the hospital for observation on "a,
charge of drunkenness ."
This patient is the third of seven siblings . Four sisters are
married and leading satisfactory lives . A sister and a brother, both
single, were reported to be excessive alcoholics. The father was an
alcoholic to some extent but supported his family adequately. He and the
mother were never in any community difficulties and were regarded to be
good parents
.
Dorothy was not considered to be a problem in childhood, although
it was reported she was inclined to be self-centered and irresponsible.
She was sociable and friendly, enjoyed having a good time, and had many
male friends. The patient adjusted well in school and her grades were
fair until she reached high school where they became progressively lower.
She left in her fourth year of high school to go to work. She served as
a nurse maid in private families where she enjoyed the work and changed
jobs frequently.
Dorothy began drinking at eighteen and there was some question
of promiscuity at this time . At twenty-three she fell in love with a man
whom she later found to be married. She was greatly disappointed over
this and shortly afterwards met a man whom she married after a few months
acquaintance. It was then that her real difficulties began. Her husband
was of low grade intelligence with poor reasoning ability. There was
considerable friction and incompatibility in the marriage and a satisfac-
tory home was never established. The patient was unable to take adequate
care of her children. She was previously arrested once for drunkenness
and once for neglect of her children. She became increasingly despondent
and disinterested with a marked loss of initiative . She drank throughout
the marriage and showed a progressive lowering of her moral and ethical
standards
.
Throughout her hospital stay Dorothy was quiet, cooperative, and
showed no evidence of abnormal behavior. Her intelligence rating was
dull. She was considered to be an immature person with many personality
defects who used alcohol as an escape . The diagnosis was "Without Psy-
chosis; Chronic Alcoholism" and she was returned to court. It was felt
that the outlook for her was poor and that she would probably continue to
drink in her old environment
.
The court placed Dorothy on probation, and her behavior continued
the same
. Three months later the probation officer was unable to locate
her.
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This case concerns a patient who came from a fairly adequate en-
vironment with the exception of a history of alcoholism in her immediate
family. Dorothy’s adjustment was good until her late teens when she be-
gan to develop problems in areas related to drinking, promiscuity, and
marital incompatibility. She was arrested twice and placed on probation
before her hospital commitment for observation. During this observation
period the patient made a good adjustment. The staff felt her drinking
would continue if she was returned to her old environment, but they were
not able to offer definite suggestions for her care . The court, having
no other resource, placed Dorothy on probation, and there was no change
in her behavior or adjustment.
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Case XVI
kk
Agnes represents a sixty-eight-year old woman committed to the
hospital after "being found on the street in an unconscious state result-
ing from intoxication. She was detained at the police station over night
and "because of her confused state was sent to the hospital for observa-
tion.
This patient was bora in Ireland and came to this country at the
age of fifteen. Nothing is known of her early life experiences. During
the later years preceding her hospital experience she worked for twelve
years as an attendant in a nursing home and, following this, for eleven
years in the dietary department of a large hospital. She was unemployed
for a year prior to her commitment . Except for the last year of her em-
ployment she was considered to "be honest, reliable, and a good worker.
Agnes showed no unusual personality traits and always adjusted
well prior to her present difficulties. For approximately ten years she
went on annual drinking sprees. Two years "before her admission to the
hospital she began to drink excessively and lost her job . She became in-
creasingly irritable, moving around from rooming house to rooming house,
letting nothing stand in her way of obtaining alcohol. A year before
she came to this hospital she was committed to another hospital for a
short time because of an alcoholic psychosis. After her discharge she re-
sumed her drinking. Prior to this admission she would frequently lose
articles and accuse others of taking them. She became very careless of
her money and spent six thousand dollars in the six months before the
event leading to her commitment for observation.
During her hospital stay Agnes made an excellent adjustment and
showed no evidence of abnormal behavior. Her outstanding symptoms were
those of mild defect of memory, rather poor judgment, and failure to
appreciate the seriousness of her alcoholism and its effects on her.
Her intelligence was normal. The diagnosis was "Without Psychosis; Chron-
ic Alcoholism" and she was returned to court
.
It was suggested she be
placed in a closely supervised environment and that a guardianship be ar-
ranged to prevent her from spending all her money.
The court waived the charges against Agnes and she was placed
in a home for the aged, "The Little Sisters of the Poor."
Although little is known of this patient’s background it is evi-
dent that she made a good adjustment until two years before her commit-
ment. She showed evidences of emotional problems for ten years prior to
.-
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her hospitalization in that she resorted to periodic drinking sprees.
The court had one previous contact with the patient when she was regu-
larly committed to a mental hospital.
During the period of hospitalization the patient indicated she
could make a good institutional adjustment and the recommendations were
in accordance with this
. The court acted in accordance with this and
placed the patient in a home for the aged where she is receiving the
care and supervision she needs .
.
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Case XVII
Anna represents a sixteen-year-old girl vho eloped and refused
to return to her home . Her mother took out "a charge of stubborn child"
against her and because of a long history of maladjustment the court felt
observation was indicated
.
The patient is the older of two children. Her brother is said
to be much like her in personality. Anna's father was promiscuous and
deserted the mother when the patient was four. The maternal grandmother,
an emotional person, twice divorced, had the chief responsibility for
caring for the patient while the mother worked. There was much friction
in the home .
Anna had frequent temper tantrums from an early age and was in-
sistent upon having her own way, this behavior resulting in her being
pampered to avoid difficulties . She completed eight grades in school
although she did poor work and truanted frequently. Her behavior in
school was considered to be good although she was considered to form only
superficial friendships.
This patient's real difficulties began at fourteen when, because
of her mother's remarriage, she went to another state to live with her
grandmother. She was irritable, discontented, and had violent temper
tantrums. After a few months she was returned to her mother and adjus-
ted well for a short time. Then she became uncontrollable in her beha-
vior with much antagonism directed towards her step-father. She resen
—
ted all authority, remained away from home with undesirable companions
and was promiscuous for nine months before her commitment . This finally
led to her elopement with a man of questionable character, and resulted
in her hospitalization.
During her period of observation Anna made an excellent adjust-
ment and showed no evidence of a psychosis . Her intelligence was nor-
mal. She expressed much resentment against her family and felt in
spite of her age she was old enough to marry and establish her own home.
It was felt that much of her difficulty resulted from an unsatisfactory-
home environment. The diagnosis was "Without Psychosis; Primary Beha-
vior Disorder in Children—Conduct Disturbance" and she was returned
to the court
.
The court dismissed the charges against Anna, a waiver to marry
legally end the case was filed.
This patient came from a poor background and environment, her
problems developing at an early age in the form of a behavior problem
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at home and a truant from school. At the onset of adolescence her prob-
lems became intensified and she engaged in promiscuous behavior. The
court’s first contact with the patient came at a time when she was past
the stage where she could be helped to make an adjustment at home .
During the period of observation it was demonstrated that the
patient could make a good hospital adjustment and it was suggested that
her difficulties were the result of her home environment. The court
accepted thts, dismissed the charges against the patient, and allowed
her to marry legally. In the opinion of the writer, on the basis of
the diagnosis and because of lack of other resources this was the best
solution for the patient
.
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Case XVIII
Doris, twenty, was committed to the hospital for observation
after being brought into court twice on "charges of neglect of children:'
Because of the seriousness of this situation over a period of time, the
court felt the patient should be studied.
The patient is one of seven siblings, three of whom were placed
in schools for the feeble-minded. Nothing is known about the background
of the father who died when the patient was one -and -a -half years of age.
The mother was promiscuous and, when the patient was six, was placed in
a school for the feeble-minded, after a period of delinquent behavior. -
The patient lived in a series of foster homes until seventeen years of
age
.
As a child, Doris made a good adjustment and was considered to
be attractive, pleasant, and cooperative. She was placed in superior
foster homes until the age of nine when she was placed in a poorly cho-
sen adoptive home where she was rejected and was returned to the super-
vising agency. For the following two years she was placed in a boarding
home where she made a good adjustment, with the exception that she en-
gaged in petty lying and stealing. At twelve she was transferred to
another boarding home in which two of her sisters were placed. She was
less even-tempered, jealous of her siblings, and difficult to manage.
This behavior resulted in the patient being placed several months later
in a children’s institution. She found restrictions difficult to accept.
She began to have episodes of hysterical behavior coinciding with men-
strual periods which started at thirteen. She had minor behavior upsets
at other times . At fourteen Doris was seen by a psychiatrist who felt
she was a normal girl who had made an excellent adjustment considering
her poor background
. He suggested that her difficulties were resulting
from an institutional environment and accordingly she was placed in a
foster home . Here she began having temper tantrums and was difficult to
control, necessitating her return to the children’s institution where
she made a fairly good adjustment for two years .
At this time Doris had completed eight grades of school where
her work had been satisfactory and she had presented no particular prob-
lems
. The patient wished to leave school and go to work and, as she was
now seventeen, she was allowed to do this. The supervising agency, hav-
ing helped her to find a job as a nurse’s aide in a hospital, abruptly
broke off supervision.
Until this time patient had shown no outward interest in boys
but shortly after starting her job she ran away and was married, in
spite of the objections of a former foster mother who had overheard her
plans. It is believed that she showed her first signs of being suspic-
ious at this time and voiced fears of being followed by the police whom
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she thought her foster mother had sent after her . A year after her mar-
riage her first child was bom. Immediately after this she became dis-
couraged, depressed, seemed incapable of caring for her home, neglected
her child, and lost interest in her husband. The year and a half before
her commitment she would allow no one to visit in her home, was suspi-
cious, inactive, and unable to perform the simplest tasks. This resul-
ted in the patient’s child being placed with the Division of Child
Guardianship, and the mother being committed for observation.
While the patient was in the hospital she made a satisfactory
adjustment, was friendly and sociable . Her judgment was poor and she
appeared to be rather childish. She was not concerned about her beha-
vior and did not seem to recognize that she had not been functioning
adequately. Her intelligence is normal. The diagnosis was "Without
Psychosis; Primary Adult Maladjustment." It was suggested that she was
an ineffectual person and that the outlook for her adjustment as a wife
and mother was poor.
The court placed the patient on probation and is supervising her
at the present time. Since her discharge from the hospital, patient has
had her second child
. Her husband has been unemployed for six months .
Patient’s adjustment continues to be very poor.
This case represents a patient, coming from a poor background
and environment, whose main security came from contacts with a social
agency from the ages of six to seventeen. She made a fairly good ad-
justment except for mild behavior problems and petty delinquencies dur-
ing the period of adolescence. Doris’ serious problems began after the
supervising agency terminated the relationship between them and the pa-
tient. The difficulties lay mainly in the area of marital incompatibil-
ity and withdrawal from social contacts . The court tried probation with
the patient before committing her for observation.
During the observation period it was observed that the patient
hade a good hospital adjustment and it was suggested that the possibil-
ities for the patient adjusting in the community where she would have to
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resume responsibility were doubtful. The court, lacking facilities for
the care of a patient with this type of disorder, placed her on proba-
tion again and in spite of supervision there has been no change in her
adjustment
.
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Case XIX
Mary, nineteen years old, was committed to the hospital after
leaving home to live with an aunt who was considered unsuitable to be
responsible for her. The parents took out "a charge of stubborn child"
against the patient and because of her long history of maladjustment
she was sent to the hospital for observation.
The patient is the second oldest of seven children bom to pa-
rents of inferior intellectual, economic and social standards . There
has been lnuch friction between the parents and the children received
no training or supervision.
In her childhood Mary was considered to be somewhat stubborn,
irresponsible and quarrelsome, but was not uncontrollable . In school
her social adjustment was reported to be fair. She was always placed
in special classes and left school at fifteen. For two years the pa-
tient assumed the responsibility for the home while the mother worked.
It was reported to the S. P. C. C. that this arrangement was not ade-
quate but their investigation found the situation was not severe enough
to warrant court action.
The three years preceding her hospitalization the mother stayed
at home and Mary had more than twenty jobs during this period. She
could not get along with her fellow workers, resented authority, and was
unable to maintain a sustaining interest in any activity. She had few
friends and was not interested in the opposite sex . Her behavior was
not disturbing to her parents, however, until the event leading to her
commitment
.
Mary made an excellent adjustment while at the hospital and
showed no evidence of abnormal behavior. Her intelligence was border-
line. She showed very poor judgment and understanding. The diagnosis
was "Without Psychosis; Mental Deficiency, Moron" and she was returned
to the court. It was suggested that she be placed in a supervised at-
mosphere away from home.
The court dismissed the charges against Mary, returned her to
her father, and ordered her to go back to work. The case was filed.
This case is an illustration of a patient coming from a poor
background and environment who always appeared to be retarded and some-
what of a behavior problem. The patient’s main difficulties lay in the
area of her social life where she seemed to be unable to make friends,
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and in relation to her occupations she was never steadily employed.
The court’s first real contact with the patient did not occur until the
occasion on which the patient was committed for observation.
The observation period indicated the patient could make a good
hospital adjustment and that she needed to be placed in a closely super-
vised environment. The court, having no resources to which to refer
the patient, returned her to her home and her adjustment continues much
the same
.
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Case XX
Joan, thirty -three years of age, was committed to the hospital
for observation on "a charge of lewd and lascivious cohabitation" after '
the police found she was living with a man to whom she was not married.
As the court’s investigation indicated this patient’s behavior had been
somewhat erratic in the past they felt this advisable
.
Joan, the surviving member of twins, was the oldest of five
sisters and the favorite of her mother. Although she was somewhat emo-
tional and impractical in childhood she was not considered to be a prob-
lem. In her early teen’s her mother died and her father married again.
Joan disliked her stepmother and tried to turn the younger children
against her.
The patient's adjustment in school was good and she received
excellent grades
.
After graduating from high school she began to take
courses at the New England Conservatory of Music and started to study
music and dramatics at Bennington College but never followed through
on any of her plans
.
Joan married at twenty. Two children were bom of this union.
The marriage resulted in incompatibility and friction with frequent sep-
arations
.
After nine yearn a final separation was made and divorce pro-
ceedings were in progress at the time of the patient's commitment. Over
a period of five years the patient consulted several agencies about her
marriage difficulties and placement for her children. Her characteris-
tic relationship with the agencies was to make quick, impulsive requests
for help and then to refuse all tangible, definite offers of assistance.
During the two years before her commitment the patient left her child-
ren with a sister and she lived with a man whom she had met while still
living with her husband. At the time of her commitment she wanted to
sing in a night club but had no actual job in view.
Throughout her stay in the hospital Joan made an excellent ad-
justment and showed no evidence of abnormal behavior. She admitted
having lived with the man and according to her standards it was accep-
table for two people to do this if they were deeply in love with each
other. She was considered to be a somewhat unstable person with uncon-
ventional moral standards who was acting within reason according to her
personality. Her intelligence was superior. The diagnosis was "Without
Psychosis; No Other Conditions" and she was returned to the court.
The court waived the charge and the case was filed.
This case represents a patient coming from a fairly adequate
home who always exhibited some symptoms of instability. Her main prob-
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lems were related to her marriage and inability to care for her children.
The patient ’8 occupational history was not consistent with her superior
ability. The court's first contact with the patient occurred at the
time of her commitment
. The observation period indicated Joan could
make a good hospital adjustment and it was believed the incident leading
to her arrest was not a symptom of illness. The court accepted the
hospital's recommendation and filed the case, thereby terminating their
contact with the patient
.
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CHAPTER IV
A SURVEY OF SOME OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CROUP AS A WHOLE
During the period from April
-1, 1943 to April 1, 1946, a total of
forty-eight female patients was committed to the hospital for observation
after arrests A variety of diagnoses is included within the group of
patients studied. (See Table I) We find that twenty, or over forty per
cent, of the cases were given the diagnosis of psychopathic personality.
This proportion of a single illness does not seem strange when we consider
some of the characteristics of the psychopathic personality. Jessie Hod-
der states:
A psychopathic personality is one whose outbursts are due to dis-
turbance of balance, limitations of development childish psychic
life, infantilism of emotions, rather than to mental inferiority
or a definite psychosis.
7
Mr W S. Taylor in defining this type of personality makes the following
statement
:
Under the designation of psychopathic personality is brought to
gether a large group of pathological personalities whose abnorm-
ality of make-up is expressed mainly in the character and inten
sity of their emotions and volitional reactions. The type of
disorder, the social reactions, the trend of interests, etc.,
psychopathic personalities may show, give special features to
many cases, eg. criminal traits, moral deficiency, tramp life,
sexual perversions and various temperamental peculiarities.
3
%
English and Pearson further amplify this statement by their explanation
that
7 Jessie D. Hodder, "Discipline Measures in the Management of the
Psychopathic Delinquent Woman, " Mental Hygiene . 6ll; July, 1920
8 W. S. Taylor, Editor, Readings in Abnormal Psychology and Men-
tal Hygiene. (New York: D. Appleton and Company." 1926) p 3^
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These people are prone to act out their primitive impulses with
out regard to the rules and regulations laid down by society.
Their attitude toward the group seems to he lacking in that eth-
ical feeling. which would lead them to better conformance with
the demands of society. Largely because of this lack of feeling
for ethical ideas and traditional ideas, they are unable to
learn and cannot profit by experience Whatever the be-
havior that brings these people in conflict with the law, the
fact is that their primitive, childish impulses are expressed
without restraint, without remorse, without much or any feeling
for society.
9
In view of these personality traits which lead the psychopathic
personalities into numerous difficulties and baffle their families and
the community, it seems logical to the writer that they eventually come
to face a period of observation in a mental hospital as an attempted sol-
ution to their problems.
Five, or slightly over ten per cent of the cases studied, were those
related to mental deficiency. Lewis Terman, in commenting on the behav-
ior of the mentally deficient, gives an explanation of why these people
are susceptible to coming into serious conflict with the social stan-
dards of the family and community. According to his definition
Morality depends upon two things: (a) the ability to foresee and to
weigh the possible consequences fbr self and others of different kinds
of behavior; and (b) upon the willingness and capacity to exercise
self-restraint. That there are many intelligent criminals is due
to the fact that (a) may exist without (b). On the other hand (b)
presupposes (a). In other words, not all criminals are feeble-
minded but all feeble-minded are at least potentially criminals.
. .
Moral judgment like business judgment, social judgment, or any
other kind of higher thought process, is a function of intelligence.
. .
Without the intelligence to generalize the particular, to fore-
see distant consequences in the nice balance of imagination, moral-
ity cannot be learned. 10
9 0. S. English and G. H. J. Pearson, Emotional Froblems of Liv-
ing
,
(New York, W. W. Norton and Company Incorporated, 19^5) P. 35'0-351.'
10 Terman, The Measurement of Intelligence
,
(New York, The Hough-
T.
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TABLE I
MEDICAL DIAGNOSES OF THE FORTY-EIGHT PATIENTS COMMITTED AFTER
ARREST TO THE METROPOLITAN STATE HOSPITAL FOR OBSERVATION
BETWEEN APRIL 1, 19^3 AND APRIL 1, 1946
Medical Diagnoses-1--1- No. of Patients Per cent
Alcoholic Psychosis 1 2.1
Other Types, Type Undetermined (1)
Dementia Praecox 5 10.4
Catatonic (2)
Other Types, Type Undetermined (2)
Paranoid (1)
Paranoia and Paranoid Conditions 1 2.1
Psychosis with Cerebral Arterio- 2 OJ-4-
sclerosis
Psychosis with Convulsive Disor- 1 2.1
ders, Epilepsy
Traumatic Psychosis, Post Trauma- 1 2.1
tic Personality Disorder
Primary Behavior Disorder: Simple 2 4.2
Adult Maladjustment
Primary Behavior Disorder in 3 6.2
Children; Conduct Disturbance
Without Psychosis -- Psychopathic 20 41.6
Personality
' Mixed Type (14)
Psychopathological emotionality (1)
Asocial and Amoral Trends (5)
Without Psychosis; Alcoholism 3 6.2
Without Psychosis; Mental Defici- 5 10.4
ency
Imbecile (1)
Moron 00
Without Psychosis; No Other Condi- 3 6.2
tion
Without Psychosis; Other Non- 1 2.1
psychotic Diseases
Totals 48 100
11 Krayslin's classification as modified by the American
Psychiatric Association.
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It was of interest to the writer that although slightly over ten
per cent of the total number of cases studied had a diagnosis of dementia
praecox, a type of schizophrenia, there were no cases of manic -depressive
psychosis. Henderson and Gillespie state that
Schizophrenia is a type of mental disorder which, in contrast to
the manic-depressive psychosis, develops slowly and insidiously
over a period of months or years .
^
The writer offers the suggestion that the difference in the de-
velopment of the two types of disease may account for the fact that pa-
tients with dementia praecox were committed for observation while pa-
tients with manic-depressive psychosis were not included in the group.
It is possible that the friends and family of the dementia praecox pa-
tient become adjusted to her slowly developing illness and accept it as
normal for her to be "queer" until she becomes involved in serious dif-
ficulties. The sudden change occurring in a manic-depressive illness
would be more easily recognized by those immediately concerned and might
offer greater incentive for seeking help before the person concerned be-
came involved in serious anti -social behavior. It is also possible that
forty-eight cases do not constitute a large enough number to be reliable
statistically and that it was accidental that no cases of manic-depres-
sive psychosis were included in the group.
ton Mifflin Company, 1916) p. 78-79
12 D. K. Henderson and R. D. Gillespie, A Text Book of Psychiatry
,
(New York, The Oxford University Press, Fifth Edition, 19^1). P. 193
..
The rest of the cases are pretty evenly distributed amongst the
various diagnostic groups. Since there are only one or two cases under
each of these diagnoses it is not possible to generalize in terms of the
whole group. This fact does illustrate that a wide variety of personal-
ity disturbances are handled by the court in this manner. It should be
noted that six per cent of the patients were regarded by the hospital to
have no type of illness. This leads the writer to believe that what is
considered normal behavior in terms of the personality of the patient is,
nevertheless, contrary to the standards of behavior performance demanded
by society.
The writer was interested in determining how many of the patients
studied had previous hospital commitments, how many were regularly com-
mitted as a result of this admission, and in how many of the cases stud-
ied there was a history of mental illness in the family. (See Table II).
From the table it can be seen that thirty-eight, or seventy-nine
per cent of the cases studied, had no previous hospital experience. Ten,
or over twenty per cent, of the cases had previous hospital commitments,
which seems to indicate that the problems of the patients in these in-
stances at least were of a serious nature for some time prior to the ob-
servation period with which we were concerned.
In examining the disposition of the cases the investigator found
that twelve cases, or twenty-five per cent of the patients, were regular-
ly committed, while thirty-six, or seventy-five per cent, were returned
to the court for disposition. These findings are consistent with the
.
medical diagnoses in which it was observed that twenty-five per cent of
the cases studied were said to be psychotic
.
TABLE II
SOME FACTORS RELATING TO THE FORTY-EIGHT PATIENTS COMMITTED AFTER
ARREST TO TEE METROPOLITAN STATE HOSPITAL
BETWEEN APRIL 1, 19*0 AND APRIL 1, 1946
Factors No
.
of Patients Per cent
Previous Hospital Commitments
Yes 10 20.8
No 38 79.2
Totals 48 100
Disposition on This Commitment
Regularly Committed 12 25
Returned to Court 36 75
Totals ~48~ 100
History of Mental Illness in Family
Verified 5 10.4
Denied 4l 85.4
Unknown 2 • 4.2
Totals 48 100
In considering the history of mental illness in the famines of
these patients, the writer found that psychosis was denied in eighty-
five per cent of the cases, was verified in ten per cent of the cases,
and was unknown in four per cent of the cases. In view of the fact that
this information was not verified in such a large number of cases it is
not possible to draw any conclusiQns in relation to this material.
In examining the distribution of the age groups of patients com-
r
mitted for observation, we find a markedly high number falling in the low-
er age ranges. (See Table III). This can be partially accounted for, as
previously explained, by the fact that children under 16 years of age are
committed to the Metropolitan State Hospital from areas other than those
regularly covered by it. Ten per cent of the total number of cases stud-
ied fell in the ten-to-fourteen-year age group and, of these, eight per
cent came from communities from which the hospital did not accept adults.
Therefore, in terms of the communities from which adults and children are
both admitted, only two per cent came from this age group. Slightly over
thirty-nine per cent of the total number of cases came from the fifteen-
to -nineteen-year age group. Of this group, twelve per cent were from
areas where only children are admitted; twenty-seven per cent of this
group of cases was committed from the hospital's regular territory. This
is the largest distribution, for any one classification, the next being
slightly over twelve per cent for the twenty-to -twenty-four -year age
group. The writer was unable to find an adequate explanation for the
fact that the proportion of cases jumped from slightly over four per cent
in the twenty-five to twenty-nine age group to over ten per cent in the
thirty-to -thirty-four age group. In the age ranges in the upper brackets
the cases are pretty evenly distributed. It is of interest to note that
the age group thirty-five years old and over had only twenty-two per cent
of the total number of cases. The investigator believes that in terms of
this particular group of 48 female cases studied it can be stated that
the court made the most frequent use of the observation commitment after
an arrest for adolescents.
•
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TABLE III
THE AGES AT THE TIME OF HOSPITALIZATION OF THE FORTY-EIGHT
FEMALE PATIENTS COM4ITTED AFTER ARREST TO THE METROPOLITAN
STATE HOSPITAL BETWEEN APRIL 1, 19*0 AND APRIL 1, 1946
Age Range Number of Patients Per cent
10 - 14 5 10.4
15 - 19 19 59.5
20 - 24 6 12.4
25 - 29 2 4.2
50 - 54 5 10.4
55 - 59 2 4 2
4o - 44 1 2.1
45 - 49 1 2.1
50 - 54 1 2.1
55 - 59 2 4.2
6o - 64 1 2.1
65 - 69 2 4.2
TO - 74 0 0.0
75 - 79 1 2.1
48 100.0Totals
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In examining the intelligence of the group of patients studied
the scores were tabulated from the psychometric examinations administered
shortly after the patients were committed to the hospital. (See Table
TV). The test used was the Wechsler -Bellevue, and that score chosen, the
Bellevue Full Scale One patient who fell in the "very superior" group
was tested with the Army Alpha Test. The scores were grouped according
to Lewis' Terman's classification.^
Of the total number of cases studied, four, or over eight per
cent, were not in suitable mental condition for psychometric testing.
The writer found that forty-six per cent of the cases fell within normal
range. On either side of this, over twelve per cent were in the superior
group and over ten per cent in the dull group. Ten per cent were rated
as borderline and six per cent as mentally deficient. Over six per cent
fell in the very superior group. It was of interest to the writer that
even with so small a number of cases the intelligence of the group fell
very nearly according to the normal curve distribution. Therefore we can
state that the intelligence of the group resembles that of the general
lkpopulation as a whole.
In studying the occupations of the total number of cases, that
occupation was recorded in which the patient was engaged prior to her ar-
13 Terman, op. cit . , p . 11
lh Henry E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education
,
(New York, London, Toronto; Longmans, Green and Company, 1932 )’,' pY 193
*.
.
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TABLE IV
INTELLIGENCE OF THE FORTY -EIGHT PATIENTS COMMITTED AFTER ARREST
TO THE METROPOLITAN STATE HOSPITAL
BETWEEN APRIL 1, 1943 AND APRIL 1 , 1946
Intelligence No. of Patients Per cent
Near Genius 0 0
Very Superior 3 6.2
Superior 6 12.4
Normal 22 46.2
Dull 5 10.4
Borderline 5 10.4
Mental deficiency 3 6.2
Unknown 4 8.2
Totals 48 100
TABLE V
OCCUPATIONS AT THE TIME OF ADMISSION OF THE FORTY-EIGHT FEMALE
PATIENTS COMMITTED AFTER ARREST TO THE METROPOLITAN STATE
HOSPITAL BETWEEN APRIL 1, 1943 AND APRIL 1, 1946
Occupation No. of Patients Per cent
Professional and White Collar 0 0.0
Trade and Skilled 3 6.2
Semi-skilled and Unskilled 4 8.2
In the Home 11 23.0
In School 11 23.0
Unoccupied 19 39.6
Totals 48 100.0
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rest and commitment for observation. (See 'Table V) Twenty-three per
cent of the cases were found to be in school. When we observe that in
over ten per cent of the cases the patients were fourteen years of age or
younger and that in the total number of cases studied nearly fifty per
cent were nineteen years of age or under, it is apparent that a large pro
portion of the patients of school age were not receiving such education.
Six per cent of the total group were engaged in a trade or an oc-
cupation demanding some degree of skill, while eight per cent were in
semi-skilled jobs. Those patients to whom the chief responsibility for
managing the home belonged were classified as "in the home" and the writ-
er found twenty-three per cent of the patients to be engaged in this ac-
tivity. Many in this group were not able to perform adequately.
It is to be noted that none of the patients was employed in pro-
fessional jobs and that over thirty-nine per cent had no occupation. In
comparing the occupational standing of the total number of cases studied
to the intellectual rating of the group as a whole, it is evident that
there is a discrepancy between the intellectual capacity of the group,
which compares favorably to that of the general population, and the occu-
pational achievement which compares disfavorably In conjunction with
this it should be remembered that the patients were committed for observa
tion at a period when employment opportunities available were relatively
high The writer believes the findings in regard to the occupations of
the forty-eight cases studied are consistent with the medical diagnoses
••
In examining the marital status of the patients studied the group
has been divided into two age groups, those below eighteen years of age
and those eighteen and above. (See Table VI).
TABLE VI
MARITAL STATUS OF THE FORTY-EIGHT FEMALE PATIENTS COMMITTED
AFTER ARREST TO TEE METROPOLITAN STATE HOSPITAL
BETWEEN APRIL 1, 1943 AND APRIL 1, 1946
Marital Status
No. of Patients
Under 18
No. of Patients
13 and over
Single 14 14
Married 1 7
Separated 0 7
Divorced 0 5
Widowed 0 2
Totals 15 35
Of the total number of cases studied, fifteen appeared in the
former group, and of these fourteen were single and one married. There
were no separated or divorced cases falling in this group In the lat-
ter group of thirty-three cases we find fourteen were single, seven were
married, seven were separated, three were divorced, and two were widowed
In connection with marital status Healy and Bronner made an interesting
statement in relation to a study they made on a group of delinquent women
who were successfully rehabilitated.^
15 15 W. Healy and A Bronner, Delinquents and Criminals. Their
.
It is difficult to separate cause and effect; to know whether it
was marriage that was responsible for "making good/' or whether
reformation led to marriage. We have no proof that marriage was
the most potent stabilizing factor in these girls' lives, al-
though we must consider it a very strong possibility. Marriage
legitimized exactly the sex conduct which brought so many into
court, and secondly, it usually offers the anchorage and securi-
ty of a home -- an economic as well as a social advantage.
Although no conclusions can be drawn with the limited number of
cases studied here, we do find that in forty of the forty-eight cases, or
slightly over 83$ of those studied, the patients did not have the securi-
ty of a marriage relationship
.
Dayton, in a study of mental illness based on the patients admit-
ted to the mental hospitals in Ifessachusetts, found the following to be
true:
The married have the least chance of developing mental disorders
of any of the marital groups. The widowed, the single, and the
divorced, in order show a higher incidence of mental disorders.
In females the admission rates for the widowed are forty-five per
cent higher than those of the married, the single eighty per cent
higher, and the divorced twenty-three per cent higher.
. .
As far
as mental disorders are concerned, the physical and economic dif-
ficulties of age have the least effect on the married and the
greatest effect on the single .
^
In the 9 , 299 first admissions found to be without psychosis by
hospital psychiatrists, the married demonstrate the low level of
rates The widowed, the single, and the divorced show progres-
sively higher levels. The highest admission rates in the married
occur in the younger age with lower rates in the older ages. The
other three marital groups showed a higher incidence in the middle
Making and Unmaking
.
(New York, The Macmillan Company, 1928) p.
16 N. A. Dayton, New Facts on Mental Disorders
,
(Springfield,
Illinois; Baltimore, Maryland; Charles C Thomas, Publisher, 19^0), p.
203-205.
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Although the forty-eight cases studied include "both psychotic and
non-psychotic patients, the writer does find some similarity "between the
figures related to the marital status of the group and the statistics of
Dayton determined by his study. The higher rate of married patients in
proportion to the divorced and widowed is in keeping with Dayton's fig-
ures when we recognize that the cases on the whole fell into the younger
age group. The proportion of single patients in the group is consistent
with his findings.
Were the court commitments the result of first offenses, or were
they the culminations of a series of arrests? What offenses did the pa-
tients commit at the time when the court decided to send them to a mental
hospital for a period of observation? (See Table VII). In studying the
court records of the patients the writer found that twenty-three, or near-
ly forty-eight per cent, of the cases studied had no previous court re-
cord Twelve, or twenty-five per cent, had one previous arrest, and ten,
or slightly over twenty per cent, had two previous arrests. One patient
fell in each of the classifications of three, four, and eight arrests com
posing slightly over six per cent of the total group studied. This demon-
strates that the majority of the cases studied were arrested on the basis
of first or second offenses and, with the exception of the case involved
in eight arrests prior to commitment, the picture is not representative of
17 Dayton, op. cit., pp. 206-209
'.
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TABLE VII
NUMBER OF PREVIOUS ARRESTS AND OFFENSES AT THE TIMS OF COMMITMENT
OF THE FORTY-EIGHT FEMALE PATIENTS COMMITTED AFTER ARREST TO
THE METROPOLITAN STATE HOSPITAL BETWEEN
APRIL 1, 19^3 AND APRIL 1, 1946
Arrest at Time Number of Previous Arrests
of Commitment None 12345678 Total
Abandoning Child
Assault
Assault and Battery
Breaking, Entry, Larceny
Common Railer and Brawler
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Conspiracy to Extort Money
Crime of Mayhem
Disturbing the Peace
Idle and Disorderly Conduct
Drunkenness
1
1
1
3 2 1
12 1
1
1
1
2
6
Forgery
Wilful and Malicious Injury 1 2
to Property
Larceny 1
Lewd and Lascivious 1
Cohabitation
Neglect of Children 2
Runaway 1
Runaway, Incest, Fornication 1
Stubborn Child 6 2
Theft
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
3
2
1
9
1
Trespassing
Truancy
Vagrancy
Totals
Percentages
1
1
1 1
23 12 10 1 1
47.9 25.020.8 2.1 2.:
1
1
2
0 0 0 1 48
0 0 0 2.1 100.0
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a series of arrests . This would suggest that the patients did not come
into contact with the court until their personality disorders were cf a
serious nature or that the court spends little time with an offender be-
fore using the mental hospital as a resource.
From the table it can be observed that the patienus were arrested
for a large variety of offenses. Nine arrests were made on the charge of
stubborn child, which is consistent with the age range of the group stud-
ied. The rest of the group is fairly evenly distributed amongst the va-
rious categories illustrating that these patients came into conflict with
society for numerous reasons, no one predominating to any extent over an-
other. Because of this distribution it is not possible to correlate the
number of arrests with specific offenses in the limited number of cases
used.
What was the basis for the courts’ decision for commitment? (See
Table VIII). From examination of the reasons the courts gave to explain
their decisions for commitment, the writer found that over twenty-four
per cent of the cases were committed because the courts, in their inves-
tigations at the time of arrest, became aware of the fact that a long his-
tory of maladjustment had been the pattern in these cases. Sixteen per
cent were committed because of bizarre behavior and ideas expressed while
in the court room Over fourteen per cent represented serious promiscuous
behavior, and over twelve per cent were committed at the request of a mem-
ber of the family. Slightly over eight per cent were committed as a re-
sult of uncontrollable behavior at home. Six per cent of the cases fell
«1
.
.
y
in each of the following categories: behavior too destructive to be nor-
mal, impossible to care for in the community, and neglect of children of
long standing and serious nature. Four per cent of the cases were com-
mitted because of their boyish attire and appearance.
TABLE VIII
THE COURTS ' REASONS FOR COMMITTING THE FORTY-EIGHT FEMALE PATIENTS
TO THE METROPOLITAN STATE HOSPITAL AFTER ARREST
BETWEEN APRIL 1, 1943 AND APRIL 1, 1946
Reason for Commitment No. of Patients Per cent
Behavior Too Destructive to be Normal 3 6.3
Bizarre Behavior and Ideas 8 16.8
Boyish Attire and Appearance 2 4.2
Impossible to Care For in the Community 3 6.2
Long History of Maladjustment 12 24.9
Serious Neglect of Children 3 6.2
Request by Member of Family 6 12.4
Uncontrollable at Home 4 8.4
48 100
The findings illustrate that the courts ' reasons for commitments
varied as greatly as did the events for which the arrests were made. Thi
would seem to the writer to indicate a growing awareness on the part of
the court officials that anti -social acts, sexual promiscuity, and malad-
justed behavior conflicting with social mores and community standards are
often symptoms of illness rather than crimes to be punished
.
Were the problems of sudden development or had they existed over
a long period of time? In examining the record material for the purpose
of answering this question, the investigator was concerned with the onset
:~
.
of the present problem. (See Table IX). The number of cases studied was
fairly evenly distributed amongst the various categories. The largest
TABLE IX
DURATION OF THE PROBLEM OF THE FORTY-EIGHT FEMALE PATIENTS
COMMITTED AFTER ARRESTS TO THE METROPOLITAN STATE HOSPITAL
FOR OBSERVATION FROM APRIL 1, 1943 TO APRIL 1, 1946
Duration of Problem No. of Patients Per cent
0 1.9 Years 7 15.1
2 - 3 9 Years 5 10.4
4 - 5.9 Years b 8.2
6 - 7.9 Years 1 2.1
8 - 9.9 Years 3 6 2
10 __ 11 9 Years 5 10.4
12 - 13-9 Years 6 12.4
14 - 15.9 Year8 b 8.2
16 - 17.9 Years 5 10.4
18 - 19.9 Years 3 6.2
20 21.9 Years 0 0.0
22 - 23-9 Years 1 2.1
2b - 25.9 Years 1 2,1
26 - 27.9 Years o 0.0
28 - 29.9 Years 3 6.2
bQ 100.0
group, seven cases, or fifteen per cent of the whole group, fell in the
period designating that the problem had existed less than two years. In
six cases, or twelve per cent, the difficulties had been in existence be-
tween twelve and thirteen years. Five, or slightly over ten per cent, of
the cases fell in the three age ranges: Two to three years, ten to eleven
years, and sixteen to seventeen years. The rest of the cases were scat-
tered amongst the remaining categories in numbers too small to be of any
..
:
significance. It was of interest to the writer to note that in twenty-
eight, or slightly over fifty-eight per cent of the cases, the problem
had been in existence for ten years or longer. It can be safely stated
on the basis of this material that in the majority of the cases studied,
the problems were not of short duration but had existed over a long period
of time.
The writer was interested in how many of these cases received so-
cial service from social agencies prior to the commitments for observation.
(See Table X). Each case was cleared with Social Service Index on admis-
sion, and the social worker contacted the agencies, to whom the patient
was known, for the purpose of taking a social history, except on rare oc-
casions. The resulting material was used to determine the kind and amount
of social service the patients had. From the table it can be seen that
twenty, or over forty-one per cent, of the cases had no contacts with so-
cial service. Twelve cases, or twenty-five per cent, made contacts with
social agencies on their own initiative but did not follow through with
the assistance they requested. It was characteristic of the patients that
they were described as making quick, impulsive requests for help followed
by withdrawal when tangible services were offered. It was not possible in
this study to evaluate the responsibility, if any, of the agencies in-
volved in this type of response. Six, or slightly over twelve per cent,
of the cases fell in each of the three groups: child guidance clinics,
child placing agencies, and institutions. In the first classification
all contacts were of less than a year's duration. Of those receiving ser-
vice from child guidance clinics, the writer found that one patient con-
c..
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tinued treatment for nine months, one refused to continue with the recom-
mended therapy, two were referred to other agencies hut did not follow
through with the recommendations, and one was felt by the psychiatrist to
he normal with the personality difficulties resulting from the environ-
ment. In the second two patients were placed in foster homes for less
than a year, one was placed between one and two years, one between three
and four years, one between eight and nine years, and one between ten and
eleven years.
Under the heading of institutions such places as Lancaster, the
Eouse of the Good Shepherd, and the Reformatory for Women were used. Of
the cases studied the writer found that one patient was placed in an in-
stitution for less than a year, three for less than two years, and one
less than four years. Four of the cases were recipients of relief --
two between six and seven years, one between thirteen and fourteen years,
and one between sixteen and seventeen years.
The findings are significant in that over sixty-six per cent of
the cases studied either had received no social service, or had short con-
tacts, with no follow-up, prior to the commitment for observation. The
type of service extending over the greatest period of time was that of re-
lief. The shortest contacts were with child guidance clinics. Child
guidance agencies, child placing agencies, and institutions were the types
of service most frequently used, with twelve per cent of the group falling
in each one of these categories. When this is considered in terms of the
duration of "Che problems, which the writer found to have existed over a
b '
f
long period of time, it can be stated that the patientB studied did not
as a rule make use of social service as a means of finding solutions to
their problems.
In determining whether social service could have been construc-
tive in alleviating the problems of the group studied, the writer would
like to quote from several authors who are authorities on the subject.
Henderson and Gellespie in speaking of psychosis say:
All medical men agree that the chief hope of success in treat-
ment is earlier recognition of the disease. The stumbling block
of psychiatric therapy has been that cases of mental disorder
are not brought to the psychiatrist until the disorder is tho-
roughly established.
. .
We believe that if we are ever going
to accomplish anything in dealing with mental disorders of this
particular type, attention must be diverted more towards habit
formation and character training, and we believe that doctors
especially -- but parents and teachers also -- should be more
familiar than they have been in the past with the types of indi-
viduals so well described ... as likely to develop this type
of mental disorder.
. .
Our aim in treatment must therefore be
to obtain cases in the earliest possible period of development.
We must try to prevent round pegs from fitting into square holes,
we must attempt to devise ways and means of helping those who
are not fitted to carry their own burdens, and we must encourage,
stimulate, explain, and try to "exteriorize" th
day-dream and to lead asocial seclusive lives.
>se wno uena uo
English and Pearson in speaking of the psychopathic personality
say:
. . .
They come from homes in which there has been an absence of
interest in their welfare and where the parents either through ac-
cident or design have been unable to make the children feel happy
with the conventional standards of conduct, and unable to incul-
cate in them any sense of responsibility toward others in their
18 Henderson and Gellespie, op
.
c it
. , pp. 24^-244
I )C
-
earliest years. 19
In addition English and Pearson state that
. . .
if the situation is recognised early enough and corrective
measures taken, the neurotic personality might "be helped; where-
as by allowing him to wait until the community and . family are
completely exasperated, he is not helped -- rather, his attitude
has become one of great discouragement and of retaliation, with
little of a constructive element left in the situation. u
Sadler further amplifies the seriousness of the situation if early
assistance is not offered to the psychopath.
Psychiatry can do much for these people if it were given an oppor-
tunity, and if the environment could have been reasonably favorable
to begin with. The prognosis is hopeless as regards complete re-
covery, but it is not from the standpoint of improvement, even
great improvement
.
The majority of these people are not helped un-
less a psychiatrist can take them in hand for six months to a year
and teach them how to live, and even this is futile in the more ad-
vanced cases -- those which are potentially delinquent. Such indi-
viduals can be helped only by continuous institutional supervision
.
21
On the basis of this material the writer believes that social agen-
cies could serve as a preventive measure by helping the family to recog-
nize the problem early, by alleviating unsatisfactory environmental situ-
ations, by assisting the people concerned to make adequate adjustments be-
fore the problems become too serious, and by referring to a psychiatrist
those who need psychiatric treatment early in the process of the disease
in order that the treatment may be effective.
19 English and Pearson, op. cit
.
,
p
.
353
20 Ibid
. , p. 354
21 W. S. Sadler, Theory and Practice of Psychiatry
,
(The C. V.
Mosley Company, Saint Louis, 1936>), PP. $$2-563.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the study of the forty-eight female patients committed after
arrests to the Metropolitan State Hospital during the period April 1, 19^3
to April 1, 19^6, the writer was able from the tables, illustrative cases,
and inferences in the preceding chapters to come to seme general conclu-
sions in terms of the group studied, although it is recognized that the
number of cases used is too small to draw any general conclusions which
can be safely stated to apply to this field as a whole.
In the group of twenty cases studied intensively certain factors
were evident. In examining the eight cases with the diagnosis of psycho-
pathic personality it is clear that certain facts are common to each case
in the group. The majority of the cases represented the adolescent age
group. Seven patients came from poor hereditary and environmental back-
grounds, and one came from an apparently adequate home. In all cases the
problems were known to have been In evidence from an early age, and were
Intensified with the onset of adolescence. All the patients in the group
engaged in asocial and amoral activities and numerous types of seriously
delinquent behavior.
In three of the cases with the diagnosis of psychopathic person-
ality, the court came in contact with the patients for the first time when
it ordered the commitments for observation with which we were concerned.
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In five of the cases the court previously had from one to five contacts
with the patients involved. It served chiefly to arrange for institu-
tional care of seme type for the patients, the court’s responsibility be-
ing automatically terminated when the patients entered the institutions.
In all cases the personality disorders were of a serious nature by the
time they reached the court and there was a legitimate reason for quest-
ioning mental illness.
During the observation period the patients indicated they could
make good institutional adjustments. In all cases with one exception
the hospital recommended that the patients were beyond the point where
they could be treated successfully in the community, and suggested in-
stitutional care. In four cases the court carried out the recommendations
Immediately. In one case the court attempted supervision of the patient
in the community for a year and, this failing, committed her to an in-
stitution. Another case was placed in an institution for six months and
then was allowed to make another attempt at adjustment in the community.
The charges against one patient were filed. The hospital continued sup-
ervision of this patient. Another patient was placed on probation and
remains in the community with her adjustment unchanged.
In conclusion we can state that the committments were Justified
on the basis of the diagnoses and were of help to the court in planning
for the patients. The observation period was of value to seven of the
patients and questionable in one case.
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In examining the group of six cases considered to be psychotic,
the writer found it to differ in ra£ty respects from the group made up of
psychopathic personalities. The majority of the cases fell In an older
age group - the mean age being thirty-five. Two of the patients came
from apparently adequate hemes, two from inadequate, and in two cases
these factors were unknown. In three cases the personality disorders
were known to have been in evidence from an early age, in one case the
disorder did not develop until late in the patient's life, and in two
cases the onset of the problems could not be determined. As the variety
of psychotic diagnoses would indicate, there was less similarity in the
social problems within this group than was found to be true of the first
group studied. The problems included delinquent behavior, conflicts of
an internal nature, community disturbances, marital and social incompa-
tibility, and symptoms resulting from an accident.
In three of these psychotic cases the court came into contact
with the patients for the first time when they ordered the commitments
for observation with which we were concerned. In two cases they had or-
dered previous hospital commitments, and in one case the patient had been
before the court for four arrests and every effort had been made to help
her adjust through supervision while on probation. The situation was sim-
ilar to the group of psychopatiflc personalities in that the court's first
contacts with the patients occurred at a time when they were already ser-
iously ill.
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Baring the observation period the group differed from the former
one in that five of the six patients made poor hospital adjustments. Re-
gular hospital commitments were recommended in five cases. It was sug-
gested that the patient coming from out of the state be returned to her
family after they were notified of her condition. In all cases the court
carried out the recommendations of the hospital thereby terminating their
contacts with the patients.
In examining the value of the observation period to the patients,
the writer found that one escaped from the hospital in an unimproved con-
dition, two were helped sufficiently to be able to resume their places in
the community, one died at the hospital after two comparatively happy
years there in terms of her life experience, and another is still receiv-
ing the hospital care she needs. As no follow-up was possible on the
patient returned to her home state, the writer is unable to evaluate the
hospital experience in terms of her adjustment.
Thus in the group of psychotic patients we find that the observa-
tion period was of definite value in four cases, and of questionable val-
ue in two cases. On the basis of the medical diagnoses we can say that
the commitment was Justified. With patients who were so obviously ill
the writer questions the necessity of allowing the problems to develop
until arrests are necessary, and believes regular commitments would be
more applicable in these situations.
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The group of six cases diagnosed as without psychosis resembled
the psychotic group in that the cases came from an older age group - the
mean age being thirty-one. Four of the patients came from inadequate
hemes, one from an apparently adequate home, and in one case the back-
ground was not determined. In three cases the problems were known to
have developed at an early age, in two cases the problems developed late
in the patients' lives, and in one case the onset of the problem was not
known. Another similarity between the last two groups studied is that
the social problems covered a wide variety of difficulties - drinking,
promiscuity, marital problems, delinquent behavior, social maladjustment,
and internal conflicts - the main difference lying in the degree of the
disturbance.
In three cases the court had no previous contact with the patients;
in two cases the patients had been arrested on two previous occasions and
had been tried on probation with no improvement in their adjustment; and
in one case there had been a previous court ccmmitment to a mental hospi-
tal - the court's contact being terminated at that point.
During the observation period the cases in the group without psy-
chosis differed from the psychotic group and resembled the psychopathic
group in that they made good hospital adjustments. Although the hospital
was able to make definite recommendations in regard to the other two
groups, they were unable to offer definite recommendations in all the
cases without psychosis. It was suggested that two patients be placed in
* a supervised environment, and that one be placed in institutional care.
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Although the adjustment of the other three patients in their old environ-
ment was felt to he doubtful, the hospital was unable to recoomend any
alternative because of lack of resources.
The court arranged for institutional care for one case and ended
their contact with the patient at that point. Three patients had to be
returned to their former environment because of lack of available resour-
ces for patients with their types of problems. Although they were placed
on probation there was no noticeable change in their adjustment. One
patient, not of age, who had eloped, was allowed to marry legally, and
in the opinion of the writer this was the best solution the court could
arrange since there were no facilities available to care for the patient,
she could not adjust in her own home, and the decision met her wishes.
One case was filed and the contact terminated.
With one exception the value of the observation period to the
patients in the last group studied was questionable and the diagnoses in-
dicate the commitments were not Justifiable in most cases. The writer be-
lieves this illustrates a need on the part of the court for more discrim-
ination in the selection of cases for mental hospital observation. The
group also demonstrates the lack of resources for persons with disturb-
ances which do not require institutional supervision or mental hospital
care. It is interesting that the court made no referrals to social agen-
cies when the patients were returned to them for disposition. It should
be remembered that these findings are based on the policies of one court
and do not necessarily apply to other courts dealing with cases of this
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Some general conclusions resulted from the study of the group as
of
a whole. In examining the medical diagnoses .the forty-eight cases stud-
ied it was observed that over forty per cent of the cases were pronounced
psychopathic personalities. In view of the symptomatic behavior of peo-
ple with this type of disturbance, the writer believed the commitments
were Justified. In slightly over ten per cent of the cases the problems
were related to mental deficiency. An equal number of cases had the diag-
nosis of dementia praecox. It was concluded that the personality traits
accompanying mental deficiency in the former illness and the characteris-
tic onset of the illness in the latter group accounted for the proportions
of these two types of disturbance in the cases studied. Six per cent of
the cases were diagnosed as without psychosis, no other condition, indi-
cating there is a discrepancy between the psychiatrists' and society's
standards as regards normal behavior. It was found that the remaining
forty per cent of the cases were pretty evenly distributed amongst the
various diagnostic categories, thus making it impossible to generalize
in terms of the whole group. It was concluded that a wide variety of per-
sonality disorders were included in the group of female cases arrested
and conmitted to the Metropolitan State Hospital for observation.
In examining the history of mental illness in the cases studied
it was illustrated that the majority of the group or seventy-nine per
cent had no previous mental hospital experience. In regard to the obser-
x vation period with which we were concerned, the larger number of the pa-
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tients - seventy-five per cent - were considered to be without psychosis
and were returned to the courts for disposition. The remaining twenty-
five per cent were diagnosed as psychotic, needing mental hospital care,
and were committed. Insofar as could he determined a small proportion
of the cases studied had a history of mental illness in their Immediate
families. Since these statistics could not be verified in a large num-
ber of cases it must be considered that these figures may not be valid.
Although the group was a small and highly selected one it was
noteworthy that the intelligence scores fell very nearly according to
the normal curve distribution thereby resembling the intelligence rating
of the population as a whole. The writer found a discrepancy between
the intellectual capacity of the cases studied and thier occupational
history which was believed to be consistent with the medical diagnoses.
The general picture of the marital situation of the cases studied
was one of instability. The majority of the patients were single, twelve
were married although in many cases the marriage relationship was one of
incompatibility.
A large percentage of the cases were arrested and committed on
the basis of first or second offenses, the picture not being representa-
tive of long court records in most cases. The writer concluded that the
courts did not come into contact with the patients until the personality
disturbance was very pronounced or that they made few attempts at rehab-
ilitating the patients before they resorted to a mental hospital ccaanit-
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ment. The patients were arrested for a large variety of offenses indica-
ting they had come into conflict with society for numerous reasons. It
was found that the courts’ decisions for commitment varied greatly, as
did the offenses, suggesting a growing awareness on the part of the law
that anti-social behavior is often a symptom of illness rather than a
crime for which the person involved should be punished.
In analyzing the material in relation to the duration of the pro-
lems of the patients, it was clear that in the majority of the cases the
problems had existed for a period of ten years or longer with only fif-
teen per cent of the group falling in the first category - under two years.
Sixty-six per cent of the cases studied had received no social
service or had made short contacts with social agencies with no follow-
up on the part of the patients. It was not possible in this study to de-
termine how much of the responsibility, if any, lay with the agencies
concerned. The type of service received over the longest period of time
was that of relief. The contacts with child guidance clinics were not-
ably btief . Child placing agencies, child guidance clinics, and insti-
tutions were the types of agencies most frequently used - twelve per
cent of the cases falling in each of these categories. In summary, the
amount of social service assistance these patients received in terms of
their needs was extremely inadequate.
From literature related to this subject, the writer concluded that
early recognition of the disease, prevention and alleviation of detrimen-
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tal environmental factors, and assistance in making adequate adjustments
before the problems become too serious can do much to prevent the devel-
opment of the types of personality disorders appearing in the cases used
for this study.
Approved
Richard K. Conant, Dean
f
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APPENDIX

SCHEDULE
1 . Name Case Number .... Source . . ,
2 . Age Marital Status
3 . Education Intelligence . .
4 . School Adjustment Childhood Adjustment . ,
5. Occupation on Admission .Alcoholic Habits . .
6. Previous Hospital Commitments Diagnosis . .
7. History of Mental Illness in the Family
8. Reason for Arrest The Charge . . . . ,
9. Basis for the Court»s Decision for Commitment
10. Court Record at Time of Commitment
11. Onset of Illness Duration of the Problem .
12. Diagnosis on the Admission Studied .... Recommendation
13 . Social Service Received Prior to Commitment
14 . Home Background Type of Social Problem . . .
15 . Court Process Time of Contact with Patient
16. Hospital Adjustment Disposition . .
r.
w
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Please mention this number when requesting blanks.
[Application — Observation]
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To the Honorable
Court in in the County of
The subscriber,
,
of
in the County of respectfully represents that
residing in in the County of
is in such mental condition that h commitment to a hospital for the insane is necessary for h
proper care or observation to determine h insanity; and, therefore, prays that said
may be committed to the State Hospital
and, as required by section 54 of chapter 123 of the General Laws, makes the following
statement relative to the patient:
—
1 1. Sex,
;
age years; birthplace of patient,
,
2 of mother,
;
of father,
;
maiden name
3 of mother, ; name of father, If patient
4 is foreign bom, how long in the United States, ; how long a resident of Massachusetts
5 ; color ; occupation, ; single, married,
6 widowed, divorced,
7 2. Number of previous attacks,
;
present attack began 19
8 [If the patient has ever been an inmate of an institution for the insane, state when, where andfor what length of
9 time, and whether discharged recovered or otherwise.]
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
3. Was the present attack gradual or sudden in its onset?
4. What is the bodily condition of the patient?
6. Has the patfent been physically injured? If so; when, and to what extent?.
6. Is the patient subject to epilepsy?
7. Is the patient cleanly in dress and personal habits?
8. Is the patient paralytic, violent, dangerous, destructive, excited, depressed, homicidal or suicidal?
18 [If homicide or suicide has been attempted or threatened, it should be so stated.]
.
19
20
21
22
9. What is the cause of the patient’s insanity? [ State both the predisposing and exciting causes.]
23 10. Has or had the patient insane relatives, and, if so, state the degree of consanguinity, and whether
24 paternal or maternal?
25
26 11. What are the patient’s habits as to the use of liquor, tobacco, opium, chloral or other narcotic?
27
28 12. [If a woman]:—Has she ever borne children? How long since the birth of her last child?
29
30 13. Last known address of patient?
31 14. Name and post-office address of guardian and nearest relatives or friends,
32
33
34
35 15. Does the patient, husband, wife, either parent or any child of the patient own any property in
36 Massachusetts, either real estate or personal? If so, describe the same in detail.
37
38
39
40 16. Has the patient, husband or either parent resided in any place in this State five years continuously
41 since Aug. 13, 1911? If so, who, when, and in what city or town?
42
43 If less than five years in Massachusetts, where did the patient formerly reside, and for how long?
44
45 17. Was the patient or husband in the military or naval service of the United States during the Civil
46 war, Spanish war, Philippine Insurrection or World war ? If so, in what regiment and company or
47 vessel?
48
49
50 The applicant is unable to answer the above questions more fully.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of
flpplicant.
., 194 ....
Justice of the
1(
florin 14
ention this number when requesting blanks.
[Medical Certificate — Observation]
s.s
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS,
County of
City or Town of
51 We, a permanent resident of
52 ..... County of and The Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
53 and a permanent resident of
54 County of and Commonwealth aforesaid, being severally and duly sworn, do
55 make oath and depose, each for himself, with the exceptions hereinafter noted, as follows :—
56 1. That I am a graduate of a legally chartered medical school or college; that I have been in the
57 actual practice of medicine for three years since said graduation and next preceding the making of said
58 oath
;
that I am registered in accordance with the provisions of chapter one hundred and twelve of the
59 General Laws; and that I do not hold any office or appointment, other than that of consulting or advisory
60 physician, in or connected with the hospital for the insane to which this commitment is to be made.
61 2. That within five days prior to my signing and making oath to this certificate, namely, on the
62 day of A. D. 194..., I, the subscriber, personally
63 examined with care and diligence
,
a resident of
64 County of and The Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
65 and as a result of such examination find, and hereby certify, that in my opinion he is in such mental con-
66 dition that h. .
.
.commitment to a hospital for the insane, is necessary for h . . . .proper care or obser-
67 vation, pending the determination of h .... insanity, under the provisions of section 77. chapter 123,
68 General Laws
69 3. That I have formed the above opinion from:
70 a. Facts, as observed by me:—
71 [Here record what the patient said, and describe h appearance and behavior.]
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94 b. Other facte, including those communicated to me by others:— [State whether there has been any
95 change in the patient’s mental condition and bodily health, and if so, what.]
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104 4. That the above statements are true, to the best of my knowledge, information and belief.
M.D.
M.D.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of 194 .
Justice of the
A true copy. Attest,
Justice of the
D.M.H. Form 131
Please mention this number when requesting blanks.
(EnmmonturaUh of MassartjjtgFtts
ss.
To the Keeper of the Common Jail in in said County— the Sheriff
of said County or his Deputies — the Officers of the Court hereinafter named — and the Superintendent of the
..State Hospital in said Commonwealth.
Greeting :
Whereas, at the Court holden at
within and for the County of
,
for the transaction of Criminal Business, on
the day of in the year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and forty-
now in custody of the Sheriff of our said County of
upon a complaint— an indictment—wherein he is charged with the crime of
was at
—
prior to— the time appointed for trial— sentence—found to the satisfaction of said Court to be in such mental
condition that his commitment to an institution for the insane is necessary for his proper care or observation pending
the determination of his insanity, and his removal is necessary, as provided in section 100 of Chapter 123 of the Gen-
eral Laws.
These are, therefore, in the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, to command you, the said Keeper-
Sheriff or his Deputies — Officers of said Court — forthwith to remove the said.
to same State Hospital, and deliver him to the Superintendent thereof.
And you, the said Superintendent, are hereby commanded to receive the said
into said State Hospital and him to detain therein for care or observation pending the determination of his
insanity, until he should be returned, not later than thirty-five days after his removal to said Hospital, to the custody
of 6aid Sheriff—as provided in Section 105 of Chapter 123 of the General Laws, to be held in accordance with the terms
of the process by which he was originally committed or confined, or until he is otherwise legally returned, or discharged,
or committed as an insane person.
And you, the said Superintendent, are further commanded to transmit to the clerk of said Court within
days from the date hereof a report as to the mental condition of said
; and for so doing this shall be your sufficient warrant.
And you, said Keeper-Sheriff or his Deputies-Officers of said Court — are to make return of this warrant with
your doings thereon to the Clerk of said Court as soon as may be.
WITNESS, Esquire, .
. Justice of
said Court, and the seal of said Court hereto affixed, this day of
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and forty-
Clerk of Court.
STRIKE OUT WORDS NOT REQUIRED,
194
. ....
S8.
In obedience to the within warrant, 1 have this dav conveved the within named defendant to the.
State Hospital, and delivered him to the Superintendent thereof — (the Super-
intendent of the State Farm) together with a copy of this warrant.
Expenses.
Officer of the Court.
D.M.H. Form 143
Please mention this number when requesting blanks.
(Eommamutalth nf UlasiHaduisetts
ss.
To the Sheriff of the County of or his Deputies, The Officers of
the Court hereinafter named, the Superintendent of the State Hospital*
—State Farm.* and the Superintendent of the in said Commonwealth.
Gkeeting:
Whereas, at the Court holden at
within and for the County of
,
on the day
of in the year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and forty-
,
a report from Superintendent of the
State Hospital is presented to the Court setting forth the mental condition of
(who, while a prisoner in the custody of the said Sheriff upon an indictment — a complaint — wherein he is charged
with the crime of
was on the day of A.D. 194
,
at — prior to — the time appointed for trial — sentence — committed to the said
Hospital for care or observation pending the determination of his insanity) and stating that said
has been found to be insane by the Superintendent and—Trustees— Commissioner of Cor-
rection. The said Court upon said report finds said to be insane and
his commitment to a hospital for the insane to be necessary.
These are therefore, to command you the said Sheriff or his Deputies—Officers of said Court—to forthwith con-
vey the said to the
State Hospital — State Farm — and him deliver to the Superintendent thereof.
And you, the said Superintendent are hereby commanded to receive the said
into said Hospital and him to detain therein until in the opinion of the Superintendent and Trustees of
the said Hospital — the Commissioner of Correction of the said Com-
monwealth, and the Superintendent of the State Farm — his mental condition is such that he should be returned to the
custody of said Sheriff to be held in accordance with the terms of the process by which he was originally committed or
confined, or until he shall be otherwise legally discharged, as provided in section 105 of Chapter 123 of the General
Laws, as amended.
And for so doing this shall be your sufficient warrant.
WITNESS, Esquire, Justice of
said Court, and the seal of said Court hereto affixed, this day of
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and forty-
Justice of Court
STRIKE OUT WORDS NOT REQUIRED
. 89 . 194
In obedience to the within warrant, I have this day removed—committed— the within named
to the , State Hospital and delivered
him to the Superintendent thereof — of the State Farm — with a copy of this warrant.
Officer of the Court
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This
blank,
representing
the
form
prescribed
under
authority
of
section
24,
chapter
123,
General
Laws,
free
upon
application
to
the
Department
of
Mental
Health,
Room
701,
100
Nashua
Street,
Boston,
D. M. H. Form 16
Please mention this number when requesting blanks.
(Application — Insane)
She (ttmnttumuiraUh of HasHarhuaetto
. 66 .
* «
a
To the Honorable
Court in in the County of
The subscriber,
,
of
in the County of respectfully represents that
residing in in the County of
is insane and a proper subject for treatment and custody in a hospital for the insane; and, therefore, prays
that said may be committed to the
State Hospital ; and, as required by section 54 of chapter
123 of the General Laws, makes the following statement relative to the patient:
—
1 1, Sex,
;
age, years; birthplace of patient,
;
2 of mother
;
of father,
;
maiden name
3 of mother,
;
name of father,
; If patient
4 is foreign born, how long in the United States, ; how long a resident of Massachusetts,
5 ; color, ; occupation, ; single, married,
6 widowed, divorced,
7 2. Number of previous attacks, ; present attack began , 19
8 [// the patient has ever been an inmate of an institution for the insane, state when, where and for what length of
9 time, and whether discharged recovered or otherwise.]
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
3. Was the present attack gradual or sudden in its onset?
4. What is the bodily condition of the patient?
5. Has the patient been physically injured? If so, when, and to what extent?.
6. Is the patient subject to epilepsy?
7. Is the patient cleanly in dress and personal habits?
8. Is the patient paralytic, violent, dangerous, destructive, excited, depressed, homicidal or suicidal?
18 [// homicide or suicide has been attempted or threatened, it should be so stated.]
19
20 9. What is the cause of the patient’s insanity? [State both the predisposing and exciting causes.]
21
22
23 10. Has or had the patient insane relatives, and, if so, state the degree of consanguinity, and whether
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
paternal or maternal?
11. What are the patient’s habits as to the use of liquor
,
tobacco, opium, chloral or other uarcotio?
12
.
[If a woman]:—Has she ever borne children? How long since the birth of her last child?
13. Last known address of patient?
14. Name and post-office address of guardian and nearest relatives or friends,
15. Does the patient, husband, wife, either parent or any child of the patient own any property in
Massachusetts, either real estate or personal? If so, describe the same in detail.
16. Has the patient, husband or either parent resided in any place in this State five years continuously
since Aug. 13, 1911? If so, who, when, and in what city or town?
If less than five years in Massachusetts, where did the patient formerly reside, and for how long?
17. Was the patient or husband in the military or naval service of the United States during the Civil
war, Spanish war, Philippine Insurrection or World wars? If so, in what regiment and company or
vessel?
The applicant is unable to answer the above questions more fully.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
applicant.
day of
,
194 ....
Judge of the
Please
be
particular
to
strike
out
words
not
required.
M.H Form 41
esse mention this number when requesting blanks.
[Obdeb of Commitment— Insane]
(Smnmmuuraltlf nf iUaasarljuartta
ss.
To the Sheriff of our County of his Deputies, the Constabies or
of
,
in said County, and
to the Superintendent of State Hospital
in in the County of
GREETING:
WHEREAS, It has been made to appear to me,
Court in in the County
of after a full hearing in the premises, that
now residing— being * in in said County, is insane and
a proper subject for treatment and custody of said hospital having been personally
seen and examined by me * because I did not deem it necessary or advisable for the reacon that there is no doubt
about h insanity and that he ought to be committed to said hospital
and that
.
*that he has been an inhabitant of this Stale for the six months immediately preceding this finding;
*that provision satisfactory to the Department of Mental Health has been made for maintenance;
*that by reason of insanity he would be dangerous if at large;
NOW, THEREFORE, You, the said Sheriff, Deputies, Constables or Police Officers, and each of you,
with necessary assistance are hereby commanded in
the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, forthwith to convey the said
to the hospital aforesaid, and to deliver h to the Super-
intendent thereof, and make due return of a copy of this precept with your doings therein. And you, the said
Superintendent, are hereby in like manner commanded to receive the said
(who is sent herewith) into your custody in said hospital and there safely to keep
according to law. Said commitment is made subject to the provisions of section 51, chapter 123, General
Laws, and the custody therein contemplated in case of transfer is hereby authorized.
WITNESS my hand at aforesaid, this
day of in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Justice of said Court.
* Strike out word* not required
(HommonumUtl) nf iia&aadjuBrtta
194S3.
In obedience to the foregoing order of commitment, I have this day conveyed the within-named insane
person to the within named institution for the insane, and have delivered said insane person to the Super-
intendent thereof, together with the order of commitment and a copy of the physicians’ certificate and of the
application for commitment.
Service,
Copy,
Travel, miles,...
Carriage, hours,
Railroad fare,
Aid
A true copy. Attest,
(Name and title of officer)
as. Subscribed and sworn to before me.
Justice of the ‘Peace.
.30
.25
(Name and title of officer)
I certify that the extra charge on the warrant, of which
this is a copy, was actually and necessarily incurred and
disbursed, and is reasonable.
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53,
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General
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requires
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to
transmit
to
the
Department
of
Mental
Health
copies
of
commitment
papers
forthwith
after
reception
of
the
patient.
D. M.H. Form 40
Please mention this number when requesting blanks
[Medical Certificate of Insanity]
^
88 '
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS,
County of / •
City of
51 We, a permanent resident of
52 County of , and The Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
53 aud a permanent resident of
54 County of and Commonwealth aforesaid, being severally and duly sworn, do
55 make oath and depose, each for himself, with the exceptions hereinafter noted, as follows:—
56 1. That I am a graduate of a legally chartered medical school or college; that I have been in the
57 actual practice of medicine for three years since said graduation and next preceding the making of said
58 oath
;
that I am registered in accordance with the provisions of chapter one hundred and twelve of the
59 General Laws; and that I do not hold any office or appointment, other than that of consulting or advisory
60 physician, in or connected with the hospital for the insane to which this commitment is to be made.
61 2. That within five days prior to my signing and making oath to this certificate, namely, on Ihe
62 day of A.D. 194
,
I, the subscriber, personally examined
63 with care and diligence a resident of
64 County of and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
65 and as a result of such examination find, and hereby certify, that in my opinion he is insane and a
66 proper subject for treatment and custody in a hospital for the insane, as an insane person, under the
67 provisions of law.
68 3. That I have formed the above opinion from
:
69 a. Facts, indicating insanity, observed by me:—
70 [Here record what the patient said, and describe h appearance and behavior.]
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
8081
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90 .
91
92
93 b. Other facts, indicating insanity, including those communicated to me by others.: — [S/a/e whether
94 there has been any change in the patient’s mental condition and bodily health, and if so, what.]
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103 4. That the above statements are true, to the best of my knowledge, information and belief.
M. D.
M. D.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of 194
Justice of the
A true copy. Attest,
Justice of the
s2
D.M.H. Form 5 (Revised 1942) 3-45 15000
Please mention this number when requesting blanks.
JcT
[ Temporary Care
'S
*
'
Slip Cnmmonuipalth of Hlasaacliusetts
To the Superintendent of the : Hospital:
—
I hereby request you to receive in the above-named hospital for a period not exceeding ten days-
who in my opinion is in need of immediate care
and treatment because of mental derangement other than drunkenness.
The following statement relative to the patient is submitted under the provisions of Section 79, Chapter
123, General Laws.
1. Sex,
;
age, years; birthplace of patient,
;
of mother,
;
of father,.
;
maiden name
of mother,
;
name of father, . If patient
is foreign born, how long in United States, ;how long a resident of Massachusetts,
; color, ; occupation ; single, married
,
widowed, divorced,
2. Number of previous attacks,
;
present attack began
,
19
[If the patient has ever been an inmate of an institution for the insane, state when, where, and for what length of time,
and whether discharged, recovered or otherwise.]
3. Was the present attack gradual or sudden in its onset?
4. What is the bodily condition of the patient?
5. Has the patient been physically injured? If so, when and to what extent?.
6. Is the patient subject to epilepsy?
7. Is the patient cleanly in dress and personal habits?
8. Is the patient paralytic, violent, dangerous, destructive, excited, depressed, homicidal or suicidal?
[If homicide or suicide has been attempted or threatened, it should be so stated ]
9. What is the cause of the patient’s mental derangement? [5/a/e both the predisposing and exciting
causes.
10. Has or had the patient insane relatives, and, if so, state the degree of consanguinity, and whether
paternal or maternal?
11. What are the patient’s habits as to the use of liquor, tobacco, opium, chloral or other narcotics?
12. Ufa woman\ :— Has she ever borne children? How long since the birth of her
last child?
13. Last known address of patient,
14. Name and post-office address of guardian and nearest relatives or friends,
Full statement regarding the patient’s mental symptoms and present condition:
I certify that within 24 hours prior to my signing this certificate, namely, on the
day of A.D. 194
,
I, the subscriber, personally
examined the patient with care and diligence.
(Indicate official capacity. If a physician, use title)
A pplicant
(See marginal notes on page 1)
P. O. Jlddress
Date 194
A physician who signs this request is required by law to be a graduate of a legally chartered medical school or
college; to be registered in accordance with the provisions of chapter one hundred and twelve of the General
Laws, or to be a commissioned medical officer of the United States Army, Navy or Public Health Service act-
ing in the performance of his official duties.
This
blank,
representing
the
form
prescribed
under
authority
of
section
24,
chapter
123,General
Laws,
may
be
obtained
free
upon
application
to
the
Department
of
Mental
Health,
Room
701,
100
Nashua
Street,
Boston,
Mass.
P. M. H. Form 13
Please mention this number when requesting blanks.
{Application — Observation]
(Emnmmuupalth nf JlaHaarljUBeltB
. 88 .
To the Honorable
Court in in the County of
The subscriber,
,
of
in the County of respectfully represents that
residing in in the County of
is in such mental condition that h commitment to a hospital for the insane is necessary for h
proper care or observation to determine h insanity; and, therefore, prays that said
may be committed to the State Hospital
and, as required by section 54 of chapter 123 of the General Laws, makes the following
statement relative to the patient:
—
1 1. Sex, ; age years; birthplace of patient,
,
2 of mother,
;
of father
;
maiden name
3 of mother,
;
name of father, If patient
4 is foreign born, how long in the United States, ; how long a resident of Massachusetts
5 ; color ; occupation, ; single, married,
6 widowed, divorced,
7 2. Number of previous attacks,
;
present attack began 1ft
8 [If the patient has ever been an inmate of an institution for the insane, state when, where and for what length of
9 time, and whether discharged recovered or otherwise.]
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
3. Was the present attack gradual or sudden in its onset?
4. What is the bodily condition of the patient?
5. Has the patfent been physically injured? If so; when, and to what extent?.
6. Is the patient subject to epilepsy?
7. Is the patient cleanly in dress and personal habits?
8. Is the patient paralytic, violent, dangerous, destructive, excited, depressed, homicidal or suicidal?
18 [If homicide or suicide has been attempted or threatened, it should be so stated.].
19
20
21
22
9. What is the cause of the patient’s insanity? [SZafe both the predisposing and exciting causes.
28 10. Has or had the patient insane relatives, and, if so, state the degree of consanguinity, and whether
24 paternal or maternal?
26
11
.
What are the patient’s habits as to the use of liquor
,
tobacco, opium, chloral or other narcotic?
12. [If a woman]:—Has she ever borne children? How long since the birth of her last ohild?
80 13. Last known address of patient?
31 14. Name and post-office address of guardian and nearest relatives or friends,
32
33
34
35 15. Does the patient, husband, wife, either parent or any child of the patient own any property in
36 Massachusetts, either real estate or personal? If so, describe the same in detail.
37
38
39
40 16. Has the patient, husband or either parent resided in any place in this State five years continuously
41 since Aug. 13, 1911? If so, who, when, and in what city or town?
42
43 If less than five years in Massachusetts, where did the patient formerly reside, and for how long?
44
45 17. Was the patient or husband in the military or naval service of the United States during the Civil
46 war, Spanish war, Philippine Insurrection or World war ? If so, in what regiment and company or
47 vessel?
48
49
50 The applicant is unable to answer the above questions more fully.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of
jjpplicani.
.,194.. . .
Justice of the
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Form 14
lention this number when requesting blanks.
[Medical Certificate — Observation]
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS, )
County of v ss.
City or Town of j
We, ...
.
a permanent resident of
County of and The Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
and a permanent resident of
County of and Commonwealth aforesaid, being severally and duly sworn, do
make oath and depose, each for himself, with the exceptions hereinafter noted, as follows :—
1. That I am a graduate of a legally chartered medical school or college; that I have been in the
actual practice of medicine for three years since said graduation and next preceding the making of said
oath; that I am registered in accordance with the provisions of chapter one hundred and twelve of the
C4eneral Laws; and that I do not hold any office or appointment, other than that of consulting or advisory
physician, in or connected with the hospital for the insane to which this commitment is to be made.
2. That within five days prior to my signing and making oath to this certificate, namely, on the
day of A. D. 194..., I, the subscriber, personally
examined with care and diligence
,
a resident of
County of and The Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
and as a result of such examination find, and hereby certify, that in my opinion he is in such mental con-
dition that h. .
.
.commitment to a hospital for the insane, is necessary for h. . . .proper care or obser-
vation, pending the determination of h .... insanity, under the provisions of section 77. chapter 123,
General Laws
3. That I have formed the above opinion from:
a. Facts, as observed by me:—
[ Here record what the patient said, and describe h appearance and behavior.]
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
86
88
87
88
89
90
91
92
93 .
94 b. Other facte, including those communicated to me by others:
—
{State whether there has been any
9r> change in the patient’s mental condition and bodily health, and if so, what.]
98
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104 4. That the above statements are true, to the best of my knowledge, information and belief.
M.D.
, M.D.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of 194
Justice of the
A true copy. Attest,
Justice of the
Please
be
particular
to
strike
out
words
not
required.
M.H. Form 15
ase mention this number when requesting blanks.
[Order ok Commitment —- Observation]
®ljf (flnmmmmiraltl) of JfiaHHarlmsrtts
ss.
To the Sheriff of our County of his Deputies, the Constables or
of
,
in said County, and
to the Superintendent of State Hospital
in in the County of
GREETING:
WHEREAS, It has been made to appear to me,
Court in in the County
of after a full hearing in the premises, that
now residing— being * in in said County, is in such mental
condition that h commitment to said hospital is necessary for h proper care or observation, pending
the determination of h insanity, having been personally seen and examined by me * because I did not
deem it necessary or advisable for the reason that there is no doubt that he ought to be committed to said hospital
for h proper care or observation and that
*that he has been an inhabitant of this State for the six months immediately preceding this finding ;
*that provision satisfactory to the Department of Menial Health has been made for maintenance;
*lhai by reason of h mental condition he would he dangerous if at large;
NOW. THEREFORE, You, the said Sheriff, Deputies, Constables or Police Officers, and each of you,
with necessary assistance are hereby commanded in
the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, forthwith to convey the said
to the hospital aforesaid, and to deliver h to the Superintendent thereof,
and make due return of a copy of this precept with your doings therein. And you, the said Superintendent,
are hereby in like manner commanded to receive the said (who is sent
herewith) into your custody in said hospital and there safely to keep for the term of forty days unless
sooner discharged according to law. Said commitment is made subject to the provisions of section 77, chapter
123, General Laws.
WITNESS my hand at aforesaid, this
day of in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and ,
m
Justice of said Court.
* Strike out words not required
194
(ftimimimawaUtj of ftasarfjum’ttH
...ss.
In obedience to the foregoing order of commitment, I have this day conveyed the within-named person
to the within named institution for the insane, and have delivered said person to the Superintendent thereof,
together with the order of commitment and a copy of the physicians’ certificate and of the application for
commitment.
Service .30
Copy, 25
Travel, miles
Carnage, hours
Railroad fare,
Aid
ss.
(Name and title of officer)
I certify that the extra charge on the warrant, of which
this is a copy, was actually and necessarily incurred and
disbursed, and is reasonable.
A true copy. Attest,
(Name and title of officer)
Subscribed and sworn to before me.
Justice of the ‘Peace.
D.'M. H. Form 63
Please mention this number when requesting blanks
NAME OF PATIENT
Report of Observation From State Hospital
(Eommonm^altti of Haosarljxmtta
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
194....
To the Hon
of the
In compliance with your order of 194 ....
was received at
the State Hospital on 194. . . .
under the provisions of section 77, Chapter 123, General Laws, and from that time until
194.... has been under observation and treatment.
The period of observation expiring on 194 . .
.
I, Superintendent of the
State Hospital, hereby submit a report of my observation of the patient with recom-
mendation;
—
It is my opinion that is insane.
I recommend that
I
Superintendent

Form 55.M. H.
lease mention this number when requesting blanks
(Order of Commitment — Insane)
(From Observation)
ujlje (fnmttumsuEalU! of ®aaaatl|uaettH
,
ss
To the Superintendent of State Hospital,
in in the County of
GREETING
O
WHEREAS, It has been made to appear to me,
Court in in the County
of after a full hearing in the premises, that
now being in said hospital, is insane and a proper
subject for treatment and custody of said hospital, having been personally seen
and examined by me *because I did not deem it necessary or advisable for the reason that there is no doubt about
h insanity and that he ought to be committed to said hospital as an insane person and that
*that he has been an inhabitant of this State for the six months immediately preceding this finding
;
*that provision satisfactory to the Department of Mental Health has been made for maintenance;
*that by reason of insanity he would be dangerous if at large
NOW, THEREFORE, You, the said Superintendent are hereby commanded, to detain the said
in your custody in said hospital
and there safely to keep according to law. Said commitment is made subject to the provisions of section 77,
chapter 123, General Laws, and the custody therein contemplated in case of transfer is hereby authorized.
WITNESS my hand at aforesaid this day of
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and forty
Justice of Said Court.
•Strike out words not required.
©(Case
No.
and
Name)
CARDON LETTER SERVICE
30 Pemberton Square
Boston 8. Massachusetts
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